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Dedicated to the people and clients of Deloitte— 
past, present and future.



In June 2019, Deloitte leaders from around the globe gathered in Singapore for our annual 

World Meeting. The theme was “Past Is Prologue,” in recognition of our 175-year legacy, which 

attendees were invited to explore and celebrate. The space was transformed by a special 

exhibition devoted to the landmark events and innovations from Deloitte’s past that have 

shaped the organization we are today. 

Each of the featured artifacts provided a poignant and tangible reminder that the drive to 

make an impact that matters is embedded in Deloitte’s DNA.  At its core, Deloitte embodies 

a commitment to integrity and serving the public interest that dates back to William Welch 

Deloitte himself at the dawn of the profession.

With this book, we commemorate the journey Deloitte has been on since those early days, 

looking back over an incredible 175-year evolution. In telling the Deloitte story thus far, we 

shed light on the principles and lessons that will guide our progress over the next 175 years. 

I take great pride in being a part of this exceptional organization, particularly at this important 

moment. The Deloitte we are today combines multiple practices, disciplines, cultures and 

geographies united by a single purpose and set of Shared Values. 

And as we face difficult times, we continue to adapt, drawing on our 175 years of experience 

to demonstrate our resilience. There has never been a more important time to draw from our 

legacy. The Deloitte people of today know that we stand on the shoulders of giants, and we 

intend to leave behind a better, stronger Deloitte for the generations that follow.

Nothing at Deloitte gets accomplished without the dedication and leadership of its partners 

and managing directors. This is their story and a testament to their life’s work.

PUNIT RENJEN
DELOITTE GLOBAL CEO
2020

FOREWORD
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The Power of Connection

The Deloitte of the 21st century isn’t simply the world’s 
leading professional services organization. We are a 
global organization committed to driving change. We are 
innovators and collaborators, building connections in the 
pursuit of bold new ways to help people. We are committed 
to making an impact that matters.

Deloitte’s 175th anniversary in 2020 is a celebration of how we’ve lived this 

commitment since our origins. This momentous milestone comes at a time of 

unprecedented uncertainty in the world. It is during such times we can draw the 

most inspiration from the resilience that has been at the core of our organization 

over the past 175 years.
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The most ambitious expression of our commitment to 

making an impact that matters is our current global initiative, 

WorldClass, which aims to impact 50 million lives by 2030. 

Launched in 2017, WordClass empowers Deloitte people 

worldwide to collaborate with nonprofits and governments 

to help people develop job skills, improve educational 

outcomes and access opportunities so they can succeed  

in our fast-changing economy.

This common goal has already made a tremendous impact 

on dozens of countries and hundreds of communities. And 

we’re just getting started. Deloitte’s future is bright, based 

on the global organization’s multidisciplinary business 

model, industry leadership, and achievements on behalf  

of Deloitte’s clients, people, and society as a whole.

This strong position is attributable to the visionary leadership 

that has shaped Deloitte for 175 years. At every turn, 

Deloitte has helped businesses, governments and other vital 

institutions meet sweeping, society-changing innovations 

head-on, from steam engines to mass production to 

automation to the Internet of Things, creating new economic 

and societal opportunities at an unprecedented rate. 

Leading the Way

Founder William Welch Deloitte was a central figure in 

professionalizing public accounting at its very beginning in 

the mid-19th century. When he brought on his first partner, 

Thomas Greenwood, the result was a remarkable synergy 

from complementary strengths, foreshadowing  

the multidisciplinary business model of today’s Deloitte.

The partnership agreement between Deloitte and 

Greenwood, rediscovered almost 75 years after it was 

believed to have been lost in the London Blitz of 1941, shows 

how the Shared Values of today stem from the principles 

that united and motivated these two pioneers of accounting.

Two industry pioneers—leading the way. “Become and 

remain co-partners”—collaborating for measurable impact. 

“Diligently employ themselves”—serving with integrity.  

“The greatest advantage”—taking care of each other. 

Deloitte has helped businesses,  
governments and other vital  
institutions meet sweeping, 
society-changing innovations  
head-on, creating new economic 
and societal opportunities at  
an unprecedented rate.



For Deloitte, past is prologue. The seeds of the 

organization’s future success were evident in Deloitte’s 

immediate devotion to his clients and investment in people. 

They’re equally evident in this 1857 document, an artifact of 

profound significance as Deloitte begins its next 175 years.

Deloitte and its predecessor firms worked with railroads and 

other businesses in the vanguard of the First and Second 

Industrial Revolutions and leveraged the knowledge they 

developed to help clients embrace the opportunities arising 

in an increasingly global, interconnected and electrified 

world. Likewise, predecessor firm Touche, Niven, Bailey 

& Smart established itself as a valuable resource for the 

automotive industry, one of the emblematic new businesses 

of the 20th century. From this realm grew the management 

consulting practice that has provided crucial contributions to 

the acceleration of investment, innovation and other historic 

advances that continue in the 21st century.

In this book, Deloitte’s story is viewed through the lens 

of the four industrial revolutions. Each chapter examines 

the profound impact of one of these episodes of intense 

growth and innovation. Each then illustrates how Deloitte’s 

relentless commitment to clients, innovation and talent 

development helped meet the new challenges and 

opportunities associated with the era. The time frames 

for the industrial revolutions are not exact—each one has 

early beginnings and later ripple effects that defy easy 

bracketing—but each chapter follows an approximate  

span of years. 

The First Industrial Revolution began around 1765 and 

lasted about a century. The Second Industrial Revolution 

picked up about 1865 and carried society into the mid-20th 

century, when electronics, automation and other innovations 

in science and technology created the Third Industrial 

Revolution. Technological innovation continued through  

the final decades of the 20th century and into the 21st, when 

the pace accelerated markedly. Breakthroughs in robotics, 

artificial intelligence, big data and other physical-digital 

technologies are fundamentally changing how people  

live and work. This newest era is known as the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution.

Today, Deloitte’s momentum is greater than ever. We are 

propelled by a strong sense of purpose and guided by 

our Shared Values. Deloitte seeks to make an impact that 

matters—to clients, talent and society. Our bold “Tilt to Asia” 

is just one part of the picture. Cultivating people, including 

an unwavering focus on diversity and inclusion, is another 

fundamental priority. WorldClimate, Deloitte’s signature 

climate initiative, will enable Deloitte to achieve net zero 

emissions by 2030 while empowering Deloitte professionals 

and engaging Deloitte ecosystems in responsible climate 

choices. And with the WorldClass initiative well under way, 

Deloitte is creating meaningful, life-altering opportunities for 

people around the world.

These are all audacious goals, but they’re all well within 

reach. Deloitte has spent 175 years making connections that 

result in measurable, attributable impact. The next 175 years 

will, no doubt, find Deloitte continuing to lead the way and 

making an impact that matters.

9    INTRODUCTION
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Deloitte is built on a legacy of partnerships  

that started with founder William Welch Deloitte.  

In 1857, Thomas Greenwood, who managed 

finances at the Great Western Railway, became 

Deloitte’s first partner. Greenwood was known 

for his experience with legal matters and 

railway finances. The agreement between 

the two accounting pioneers pictured here 

is emblematic of the partnership model that 

continues to define Deloitte today.

Deloitte and Greenwood
Partnership Agreement, 1857
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FOSTER INCLUSION

We are at our best when we foster an inclusive culture and 

embrace diversity in all forms. We know this attracts top talent, 

enables innovation and helps deliver well-rounded client 

solutions. Deloitte is committed to empowering all people to  

grow and achieve, accelerating diversity in leadership and 

building balance for better.

COLLABORATE FOR MEASURABLE IMPACT

We approach our work with a collaborative mindset, teaming 

across businesses, geographies, and skill sets to deliver tangible, 

measurable, attributable impact. We measure success not only by 

metrics but by the strength of the relationships we build, the level 

of innovation we bring to solving problems, and the company we 

keep as we deliver the best of Deloitte to the world.

Through four industrial revolutions, Deloitte’s Shared Values have 
guided everything it does. They are the foundation of all decisions 
involving clients, colleagues and communities. 

Numerous anecdotes throughout this book exemplify the Shared 
Values in action. It is through these stories that the global, visionary, 
compassionate character of Deloitte truly shines.

LEAD THE WAY

With our unmatched scale, scope, skill, and service excellence,  

we are not only leading the profession, but reinventing it for  

the future. 

SERVE WITH INTEGRITY

By acting ethically and with integrity, and serving as role models 

in our communities, Deloitte has earned the trust of clients, 

regulators, and the public. Upholding that trust is our single most 

important responsibility—the reason we do what is right, always.

TAKE CARE OF EACH OTHER

Deloitte’s culture is grounded in the understanding that “we are 

all in this together.” Deloitte’s people look out for one another 

and prioritize respect, fairness, development and well-being—

and we put those same attributes to work in our communities, 

creating opportunity and promoting a better, stronger and more 

sustainable world.

12  

DELOITTE’S SHARED VALUES



Each of the five petals in this single visual represents one 
of the Shared Values. The interconnectedness of the petals 
demonstrates how, together, the five Shared Values form  
a foundational core to Deloitte.

The emblem above appears throughout the book adjacent  
to stories that exemplify specific Shared Values.

VISUALIZING THE  
SHARED VALUES

13    SHARED VALUES
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THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The steam engine fueled the 
expansion of railroads across England. 
Steam engines, such as the one 
invented by James Watt, powered 
complex machinery by heating a basin 
of water with burning coals, turning 
water into steam.

The roots of today’s Deloitte lie in the First Industrial 
Revolution, one of the most fundamental transformations 
of human life in recorded history. Before it, the modes and 
methods of manufacturing in 18th-century Britain would 
have looked familiar to the Greeks and Romans of antiquity. 
After it, practically nothing was the same. 

The signature inventions of the First Industrial Revolution—the spinning jenny, 

the water frame and the coke blast furnace—were all in place by the time James 

Watt patented his steam engine in 1784. Their impact was enormous: British raw 

cotton consumption soared nearly tenfold between 1760 and 1787, and increased 

another 16 times over the following 50 years. By the early 1800s, the country was 

exporting more finished cotton than it used at home. 

The steam engine fueled the 
expansion of railroads across England. 
Steam engines, such as the one 
invented by James Watt, powered 
complex machinery by heating a basin 
of water with burning coals, turning 
water into steam.

THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION1
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London, with fewer than 1 million residents, was the 

largest city in the world, but no other town in Great Britain 

could boast a population of even 100,000. A week or 

more had been cut from the journey between the capital 

and Glasgow, but it still took three days to travel from one 

to the other. 

As the factory system took hold during the middle of 

the 19th century, Britons poured from the countryside 

into growing industrial cities, including Manchester. 

Britain established trading posts in Africa, the Middle 

East and Asia, opening vast new markets for its textile 

manufacturers. Industrial production grew by an average 

of 3.5 percent per year from 1815 through 1861. The 

United Kingdom’s population nearly doubled in the first 

half of the century. London’s grew even faster. 

During the turbulent 1820s, 1830s and 1840s, the First 

Industrial Revolution began to spread from the textile 

business to heavier industries. Watt’s steam engine was 

still rarely seen outside of Britain’s coalfields, but its use 

there dramatically increased the output of the mines. 

The pits, however, were generally distant from ports 

and population centers. The need to easily and cheaply 

transport coal led to the next great breakthrough of the 

First Industrial Revolution: the railroad.

The world’s first steam railway opened in northern 

England in 1825, transporting coal from the Durham 

mines to the port of Stockton. Five years later, the first 

passenger railway opened, connecting Manchester 

and Liverpool. Its success sparked the “railway mania” 

of the 1830s and 1840s. Global railway mileage rose 

from just a few dozen miles in 1830 to more than 23,500 

in 1850. More than a dozen cities in Great Britain had 

become industrial or shipping centers—and citizens of 

London, which had a population of 3 million by 1871, could 

get to all of them in a matter of hours on the railways that 

crisscrossed the country. 

During the same period, the steamship cut the length 

of a trans-Atlantic voyage from a month to less than two 

weeks, while the telegraph brought news from America in 

hours or even minutes. The full force of the First Industrial 

Revolution was at last being felt, just in time for William 

Welch Deloitte to enter the picture. 

William Welch Deloitte’s London was a bustling industrial 
metropolis and the engine of Britain’s growing industrial might. 
This illustration of Piccadilly Circus from the 1840s depicts the 
world that Deloitte navigated every day.
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The Deloittes

The end of the 19th century was marked by two 

simultaneous revolutions. While the First Industrial 

Revolution was transforming the British economy and 

society, the French Revolution was remaking France  

and the rest of Europe. Without both, there would be  

no Deloitte.

The fall of the Bastille prison in Paris in 1789 was 

unwelcome news to Jean Onuphre Noialles, Count  

de Loitte. The son of a provincial official in the French 

city of Arras, with estates in what is now the Belgian 

Ardennes, de Loitte had risen to become a member 

of King Louis XVI’s household. As the revolution took 

a radical turn that would lead to the execution of the 

The growth of industrial production propelled Great Britain to 
economic dominance early in the First Industrial Revolution. 

king, he decided not to await his turn with the “national 

razor,” or guillotine. According to family legend, he paid 

some fishermen to carry him across the English Channel, 

arriving in England with nothing except some jewelry. 

Settling in the northern city of Hull, de Loitte quickly 

Anglicized his name to John Onuphre Christmas  

Deloitte. He took a job as a French teacher and soon 

married a woman from a distinguished Yorkshire  

family, Ann Levitt, with whom he had three sons. The 

youngest, William Salmon Deloitte, would become one 

of the earliest settlers of Sydney, Australia, establishing a 

family “with great style and pride of lineage.” One  

of William Salmon’s 13 children, also William, would 

become an accountant like his cousin, William Welch 

Deloitte. 



Deloitte spent a dozen years  
as assistant to Edward Edwards, 
Official Assignee of the Bankruptcy 
Court, gaining valuable experience 
in what was then the main source 
of work for accountants.
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The former count’s oldest son, John Onuphre Deloitte, also 

left Hull, joining the masses who were thronging London. 

He established himself as secretary to a firm of provisions 

merchants (later owning or managing a pub in Southwark). 

He married the daughter of a Barbadian planter, Mary Mercy 

Welch, in 1815, just as the wars sparked by the French 

Revolution came to an end at Waterloo. 

Three years later, on May 23, 1818, William Welch Deloitte 

was born in London. He grew up in Southwark with three 

brothers and three sisters, just across the River Thames 

from the City of London, where he would later work for 

more than 60 years. Deloitte was fortunate: At a time when 

many young children were working up to 12 hours a day, he 

attended a local day school that was walking distance from 

his home. But even the relatively fortunate went to work at 

a young age, and so in 1833, Deloitte left school and joined 

the estimated 90,000 people a day walking across London 

Bridge to their jobs in the city. 

The 15-year-old found his way to 22 Basinghall St. and 

the offices of Edward Edwards, Official Assignee of the 

Bankruptcy Court, which was located across the street. 

As assignee, Edwards was charged with administering 

the assets and paying the debts of people in bankruptcy. 

Deloitte spent a dozen years as Edwards’ assistant, gaining 

valuable experience in what was then the main source of 

work for accountants. He clearly made a good impression 

on Edwards, who furnished many referrals to Deloitte after 

he struck out on his own. 

The storming of the Bastille in 1789. William Welch Deloitte’s 
grandfather, Jean Onuphre Noailles, Count de Loitte, fled the 
violence of the French Revolution to begin a new life in  
Great Britain.



William Welch Deloitte, later in his life. He was known to 
be a demanding authority figure but was also remembered 
for the fresh flower he wore in his lapel every day. 

Hanging His Shingle

Deloitte didn’t go far: On April 23, 1845, he began  

work as an independent accountant with an office at  

11 Basinghall St., down the block from Edwards and 

still across the street from the bankruptcy court. It was 

an auspicious time for a young accountant. The British 

economy was about to enter a downturn, leading to 

a spike in financial difficulties and an unusually large 

number of bankruptcies in 1846.

Accounting was not a highly regarded profession in 

the mid-19th century, because it was dependent on 

bankruptcy work. Many accountants dabbled in real 

estate, valuations and auctions to supplement their 

income. But insolvency work would comprise the 

largest share of accountants’ business for decades 

to come, and Deloitte was no different from the other 

205 accountants practicing in London in 1845: His 

clerks met with clients awaiting their day in court at the 

notorious Newgate prison, and he scoured the pages of 

the London Gazette looking for prospects. “I am sorry 

to see your name in the Gazette, and write to offer my 

services to prepare your Balance Sheet for the Court,” 

he wrote to a potential client in March 1855. “You may 

rely on my doing anything for you in my power.” 

Deloitte’s new business flourished from the start. In 

his first year, he had 97 clients. The majority of them 

were individuals, but he also served a bank, which 



was unusual for a young accountant. The work required 

the assistance of 18 clerks, beginning with one named 

Copley, the first of many to learn his craft in Deloitte’s office. 

The clerks worked nine-hour days, six days a week. When 

things were particularly hectic, they might work as many as 

17 hours a day. For these labors, they weren’t paid much. 

Senior clerk John Gane, who spent 13 years with Deloitte, 

recalled, “He engaged me, a lad under sixteen years of age, 

as his junior clerk at a salary of nothing per annum.” 

“Learners had to do without remuneration for a time, and to 

be content with small salaries subsequently,” Gane said. In 

one letter to a clerk, Deloitte wrote, “We consider that your 

services for the first 12 months would be amply remunerated 

by what you would learn in that time.” Later, as was common 

among aspiring accountants and attorneys, not only 

would new clerks have to make do with little or nothing in 

compensation, they also would have to pay for the privilege, 

accepting “articles,” or apprenticeships, for terms of up to 

five years, with a premium of £499. 

Armed with a “baton” containing pens, colored pencils, ink 

and erasers, clerks were sent out to clients, where Deloitte 

candidly admitted they did “the greater part of the labor, 

but only under the personal supervision of one of the firm: 

we never entrust any business—however small—entirely 

to the clerks.” Clerks spent hours copying Deloitte’s letters 

into bound volumes, an especially onerous chore, as 

Deloitte’s handwriting “was of too distinguished a character 

to be readily readable,” according to Gane. 

In spite of their low status and pay, clerks were expected 

to act like gentlemen. Articles required that a clerk’s 

parents supply “all manner of necessary and becoming 

apparel,” and Deloitte implored clerks to behave in 

public. “I am anxious that the [carriage] passes are not in 

any way abused and that they will conduct themselves 

with propriety while travelling, as they do not know who 

may be in the carriage and observe them.” Long before 

Deloitte co-founded the first professional accounting 

organizations in England, he was leading the way to 

improving the field’s reputation. 

Deloitte & Co. was one of 205 accounting 
firms listed in the City of London in 1845.

His demanding nature did not keep him from earning his 

clerks’ affection. Gane recalled “an alert, decisive little 

man, with just a touch of austerity in his manner; this 

however covered a kind heart. He was most particular in 

all things, dressed very carefully, and was famous for the 

daily flower in his buttonhole.” 

Deloitte’s nephew Edward Allbeury, who served as a clerk, 

noted: “He was very peculiar in some respects. He would 

get home soon after six and go to bed about ten. He would 

smoke one cigar in the evening, and more often than not 

would not say one single word during the whole evening, 

but would not miss a single word of the conversation going 

on, so I, amongst others, had to be very careful.” 
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Allbeury also made note of Deloitte’s generosity and 

hospitality. “Sunday was open house,” Allbeury said. “It was 

never known how many guests would arrive unexpectedly, 

and catering was thus difficult. He kept a cellar of choice 

wines and fine cigars which his guests thoroughly enjoyed.” 

Deloitte, who early in his career lived in an apartment above 

the office, worked as hard as his clerks. Perhaps because of 

accounting’s poor reputation, or because many of his clients 

had trouble paying their bills in the first place, he spent a 

great deal of time trying to get paid. 

“My dear Sir,” he wrote to one client in arrears in 1855, 

“I wish you would make me believe you have not 

forgotten me by sending a remittance on account of my 

debt.” At other times, he was more direct: “We are very 

short of money and shall therefore feel obliged by your 

forwarding us a check for £75 per account delivered at 

your earliest convenience.” 

By today’s standards, Deloitte’s rates appear exceedingly 

modest. In 1855, clients paid just over £3 per day for 

his services, the equivalent of about £342 today. Clerks 

cost exactly half as much. Still, he had difficulty getting 

even corporate clients to pay their bills. To one, he 

wrote in 1855, “I beg to thank the Directors for their 

kind expressions to me and for their check, which is not 

sufficient to remunerate me for the time employed in the 

matter, and unless some more satisfactory arrangement 

can be made for the payment of my services I must beg to 

withdraw from the Audit as I cannot afford to give my time 

without being paid.” Deloitte quit the account a week later. 

Fortunately for Deloitte, he relied less and less on 

bankruptcies and clients who failed to pay their bills.  

He was becoming the leading accountant of the First 

Industrial Revolution.

21     THE FIRST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Equipped with their “batons,” which 
contained the tools of the accounting 

trade, Deloitte’s clerks ventured out 
into industrial England to serve 

the firm’s growing clientele. 
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The Great Western Railway

In February 1850, the Great Western Railway published 

its accounts for the second half of 1849. “The auditors 

have been assisted, for the first time, throughout a 

laborious examination of all the books, accounts and 

documents of the Company, by a public accountant, 

whom they have appointed without previous 

communication with any individual connected with the 

Company,” the report read. The company’s auditors 

had proposed “that, for the future, the audit should be 

conducted more continuously, to which the Board has 

given its ready and unqualified consent.” The accounts 

were signed, “W.W. Deloitte, Accountant.” 

The Great Western had been founded in 1835, with a line 

running from the southwestern port of Bristol to London, 

with its terminal at Paddington. Unlike a cotton mill, which 

required a relatively small initial investment, a railroad 

required an enormous amount of capital—each mile of 

track used some 300 tons of iron—and offered modest 

returns. Few, if any, individuals or partnerships, which 

were limited by law to just 20 people, had the means to 

finance such an endeavor. This meant that the railways 

would have to be built by joint-stock companies that 

pooled the resources of many investors. 

The Great Western Railway, which was founded in 1835 during 
the “railway mania” of the First Industrial Revolution, was one of 
William Welch Deloitte’s most important clients. Deloitte had been 
in business for less than five years when he was asked to conduct 
a full audit of the company. He went on to pioneer the “double-
account” system that would be required for all railway audits.
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IN FEBRUARY 1850, 

THE GREAT WESTERN 

RAILWAY PUBLISHED ITS 

ACCOUNTS . . . SIGNED,  

‘W.W. DELOITTE, 

ACCOUNTANT.’

“

SHARED VALUE

Lead the Way
William Welch Deloitte’s invention of a new railway 
accounting system exemplifies our Lead the Way  
value. Breaking new ground remains a hallmark  
of the organization that bears his name.
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The effects of the accounting system resounded beyond 

the realm of business. As investors gained confidence in 

railways, the expansion of rail transportation not only helped 

transform the British economy but improved quality of life. 

Britain’s people could more easily travel, communicate, find 

new work, obtain food for the table and even enjoy holidays.

In the years after his appointment to the Great Western, 

Deloitte became accountant to at least a dozen other 

railways. “I am Accountant to the Auditors of the Great 

Western, Lancashire & Yorkshire, South Wales and 

other important Railway companies, which I hope will 

be considered sufficient guarantee for my integrity and 

qualifications,” he wrote in seeking Lady Londonderry’s 

business. “I can obtain testimonials of the very highest 

character.” In another letter, he noted that the “statements of 

the accounts of the Great Western Railway and Lancashire & 

Yorkshire Railway [involve] the large capital of upwards  

of thirty-two millions [sic] of money.” 

The Great Western was one of the most successful early 

joint-stock companies. But as the railway mania petered 

out in the late 1840s, its share price began to slump. Its 

investors appointed a committee to search for a solution. 

The group struck upon “the adoption of an efficient, 

independent system of audit.” Sensing that such a system 

would inspire confidence in their company, the Great 

Western’s board and management readily agreed. 

Deloitte, who had been in business for less than five years, 

faced a transformative opportunity. Auditing a massive 

enterprise such as a railway was a completely different 

matter than preparing accounts for bankruptcy court, and 

the formal appointment by the Great Western meant it 

was not simply a one-off or occasional job. Moreover, the 

company’s two auditors were not professional accountants. 

As Gane noted, this “practically meant that [Deloitte] was 

virtually the Auditor” of the huge company. 

To meet the challenge, Deloitte developed a new 

accounting system for the Great Western. It involved 

two balance sheets, a capital account and a general 

balance sheet. This arrangement allowed permanent 

capital to be offset against fixed assets, an approach 

appropriate for capital-intensive business such as 

railways and, later, utilities. This “double-account” 

system would in 1868 be prescribed by law for all 

railway audits, probably the first time a specific form of 

accounts was made compulsory. And Parliament turned 

to Deloitte for help designing their form. 

Deloitte, who had been in 
business for less than five 
years, faced a transformative 
opportunity. Auditing a massive 
enterprise such as a railway 
was a completely different 
matter than preparing accounts 
for bankruptcy court.



The Observer was one of many London newspapers reporting 
on Leopold Redpath’s defrauding of the Great Northern Railway, 
a major scandal in its time. The case underlined the need for 
thorough and independent auditing. 
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Success bred success, and soon Deloitte was traveling the 

country on the very railways he was auditing, inspecting 

their books, rolling stock and rail. With the firm bursting at 

the seams, Deloitte left 11 Basinghall St. in 1855. He and 

his wife moved to Fulham, and his growing office moved 

around the corner to 4 Lothbury, which would be his 

firm’s home for 50 years. In a sign of how much Deloitte’s 

business had changed, the new office was situated 

opposite the Bank of England, instead of sitting across  

from London’s Bankruptcy Court. 

“There can be no doubt that Deloitte’s early association 

with the Great Western Railway was a major factor in laying 

the foundation of the firm’s practice,” wrote Sir Russell 

Kettle, a later partner in the UK firm who wrote about the 

organization’s early history. But it was another railway audit 

that helped make Deloitte a household name.

A Commitment to Integrity

In November 1856, London’s newspapers were filled with 

headlines about a fraud at the Great Northern Railway.  

A Great Northern employee, Leopold Redpath, had stolen 

about £150,000. Deloitte noted that if his own system “had 

been properly applied in the case of the Great Northern 

the fraud would have been discovered at once, but it would 

appear from the reports that the Directors were aware 

they were paying Dividend and Interest upon £15,000 or 

£20,000 more than they had received per the books and yet 

made no investigation.” The wisdom of the Great Western’s 

insistence on a “scrutinising, continuous and complete” 

audit “conducted by persons wholly unconnected with, and 

independent of, director and officers” was becoming clear. 

The Great Northern’s directors asked Deloitte to  

investigate the scandal. Reeling from the Redpath losses, 

however, the railway insisted that Deloitte’s probe be 

conducted swiftly and cheaply. Deloitte, in effect, told  

his new client it could not have both while also getting  

a complete and accurate audit. The Great Northern fired 

Deloitte just six months after hiring him. Deloitte threatened 

litigation; the railway accused him of working too slowly  

and demanding fees in excess of £18,000.  

Deloitte’s first office (opposite the parked car) at 11 Basinghall,  
City of London.





THE OFFICES  

AT 4 LOTHBURY 

SERVED AS THE 

FIRM’S HOME FOR 

50 YEARS.
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Deloitte took to the pages of the Railway Times to defend 

himself: Completing the audit would have cost just 

£7,000, for which “the Capital of the Company exceeding 

£8,000,000 received during 10 years with some 50,000 

transfers would have been perfectly adjusted, exhibiting 

not only Redpath’s frauds in detail but also the amount 

registered erroneously and recoverable,” he wrote. By 

prematurely ending the audit, the Great Northern, already 

out £150,000 or more, had simply wasted an additional 

£4,700, Deloitte stated. 

Losing an important account in such a public way  

might have crippled another firm. But for Deloitte,  

it emphasized his commitment to conducting audits 

properly and with integrity, assuring other clients and 

their shareholders that his word could be trusted. And 

they did trust him: After the Great Northern fraud, the 

Great Western and Lancashire & Yorkshire railways asked 

him to examine their own stock registers to appease their 

worried investors. Certainly, the Great Northern matter 

didn’t slow Deloitte’s continued growth.

Partnership

The new office filled with new clerks did not ease the 

growing burden on Deloitte. “I am so busy that I am 

obliged to write him declining the business,” Deloitte 

lamented of one potential client. He could no longer do 

it all on his own: He needed a partner. On March 2, 1857, 

Deloitte for the first time took on a full-time partner in 

London. Thomas Greenwood managed financial matters 

for the Great Western before joining Deloitte, giving him  

experience that was perfectly suited for Deloitte’s most 

pressing matter: the Great Northern investigation. 

Greenwood was “a singularly able Accountant,” John 

Gane said, “and clear-headed in everything.” Greenwood’s 

son referred to him as “an accountant with a legal brain.” 

The partnership did not take long to flourish. In 

Greenwood’s first six months, the firm posted a loss of 

more than £760, but in the following six months profits 

topped £1,300. From the fiscal year that ended in March 

1862, the firm never made less than £1,000 per year, rising 

to £3,505 in the year ended March 1865 and £5,990 in the 

year ended March 1866. 

SHARED VALUE

Collaborate for  
Measurable Impact
William Welch Deloitte knew success 
depended on finding and nurturing talented 
people with the right skills and experience, 
vital ingredients in delivering a tangible, 
measurable, attributable impact.



Thomas Greenwood became William Welch 
Deloitte’s first partner in 1857. 

Before Thomas Greenwood joined William Welch Deloitte’s 
office in London in 1857, Deloitte established a separate 

partnership with Charles and James Halliday, likely in connection 
with his work for the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway. The firm 
of Deloitte & Halliday continued until the 1870s or 1880s; the 
original Deloitte firm would not open an office in Manchester 

until 1949. Hallidays remains in business in Manchester. 
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The success of the firm became evident when 

Greenwood was forced to retire due to ill health in 1867. 

His initial investment of £800 had soared to £6,000 

after just a decade. (Greenwood recovered and went on 

to establish a prominent brokerage house. He took with 

him a clerk from Deloitte, Alexander Henderson, who 

himself founded the asset management firm Henderson 

Global Investors.) By then, Deloitte could rely on other 

partners to share the load, partners he had trained 

himself—notably Henry Dever, Deloitte’s longtime 

managing clerk, who had become a partner in 1862. 

As the firm flourished, Deloitte began to enjoy the 

fruits of his success. In the late 1850s, he moved to a 

farm in Southall, then a rural area west of London.  

He built a comfortable home and stocked the property 

with cows, sheep, pigs and poultry, as well as a horse 

and “two pedigree ponies” of which he was particularly 

proud, formerly owned by the famous actress and 

dancer Lola Montez. His nephew Edward Allbeury 

noted, “When he began to enjoy an increased income 

he seems to have taken to driving and spent some 

little time each day in Hyde Park.” But the pleasures  

of country life did not leave him satisfied. 
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In 1862, managing clerk Henry Dever 
became William Welch Deloitte’s second 
partner. Dever rewarded Deloitte’s faith  
in him with a lifetime of service. Five  
years later, he was joined by Alfred 
Hollebone, the first clerk to serve under 
articles with Deloitte. 

The promotions established Deloitte’s now long-standing 

practice of recruiting partners from within. The next nine 

partners served on the staff before their promotion; the firm 

would not hire an outside partner again until 1918. Senior 

clerk John Gane took note of the partners’ efforts on behalf 

of the staff. “To [Greenwood’s] memory I owe a deep debt 

of gratitude for his unfailing kindness, but especially for 

his patience and persistence in opening my mind to the 

Henry Dever added his 
signature below Deloitte’s 
and Thomas Greenwood’s 
on the firm’s 1862 
partnership papers. 

Growing Leaders From Within

mysteries of accounts.” Deloitte’s obituary would note that 

“some of the best known stockbrokers and accountants 

and other professional men have passed through his office, 

which has long been recognized as one of the nurseries of 

the profession.” 

Deloitte’s predecessor firms also grew leaders from within. 

Charles Stewart Ludlam began his career at Haskins & Sells 

in 1897 and became that firm’s third partner in 1903. At 

Touche, Niven & Co., Victor H. Stempf joined the firm’s St. 

Louis office in 1915 and was named partner in 1922. Similar 

success stories from around the world followed as Deloitte 

expanded. Rita Nikolian joined Deloitte as a secretary in 

1988 and eventually became a partner in the Tax Consulting 

department of Deloitte Brazil.



By the 1860s, British industry had 
expanded greatly beyond railroads,  
and Deloitte’s firm expanded with it.
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Icons of Industry

Deloitte remained the most prominent railway accountant 

in Britain, called upon in 1866 to help unravel the “intricate 

affairs” of the London, Chatham & Dover Railway. But by 

the 1860s, British industry had expanded greatly beyond 

railroads, and Deloitte’s firm expanded with it. 

Until 1855, incorporating a limited liability company in the 

United Kingdom required a private act of Parliament, such 

as the one authorizing the Great Western Railway in 1835. 

Under an 1844 law, companies without limited liability 

were required to conduct an independent audit. This 

requirement was dropped, however, in the Companies  

Act of 1862. 

The change in law might appear to have been a serious 

setback for the accounting profession, but in practice, the 

opposite proved true. The new rules eliminated virtually 

all constraints on founding a limited liability company, 

and they proliferated. This provided a huge opportunity 

for auditing firms: Even though they were not required to 

seek an independent audit, many of the newly founded 

companies did. The 1862 law “may be termed the 

accountant’s friend,” a historian wrote, “for it provides him 

with an occupation (and, incidentally with remuneration) 

at the inception, during the progress and in the liquidation 

of public companies.” Coffee grower and importer Ouvah 

Coffee Co., the Powell Duffryn Steam Coal Co. and the 

Vulcan Foundry Co. all registered in 1864—and all hired 

Deloitte, Greenwood & Dever as their accountants. 

Major telegraph companies were among Deloitte’s earliest 
clients, including the Telegraph Construction and Maintenance 
Co. This is its East Greenwich work site in 1866.
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While William Welch Deloitte was building his business and 

legacy, a legacy was taking shape for what would become the 

firm Haskins & Sells, which merged with Deloitte in 1952. On 

July 18, 1864, President Abraham Lincoln appointed Elijah Sells, 

father of Haskins & Sells founder Elijah W. Sells, as Third Auditor 

of the United States. The Lincoln Proclamation, pictured on the 

next page, serves as a powerful reminder of the important role 

that Deloitte and its predecessor firms have played in advising 

governments—from their earliest days to the present. 

The Lincoln  
Proclamation (1864)
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Deloitte’s reputation as a railway auditor no doubt 

helped in attracting other industrial clients. But he had 

another advantage: He had gone to school with Richard 

Glass. Glass co-founded the company that made the 

first lasting trans-Atlantic telegraph cable, which began 

operation in 1866. In the ensuing decade and a half, 

Deloitte was appointed auditor of nearly all the major 

cable companies and conducted business that spanned 

the world, from Brazil and the West Indies to China 

and Australia. Many newly hired Deloitte clerks of the 

time learned their trade by poring over the accounts of 

telegraph company clients.

The connections made in the cable and railway 

industries paid off in a variety of ways. Daniel Gooch, 

chairman of Great Western, was also chairman of the 

Great Eastern Steamship Co., whose flagship laid the 

first Atlantic cable. When that company was struck by 

fraud in 1870, Deloitte was called upon to investigate. 

And Deloitte’s ties to the railroads may have given him 

an introduction to another growing industry: hotels. 

Britain’s railways began establishing hotels adjacent 

to their train stations in the late 1830s and 1840s. 

Deloitte created a hotel accounting system “universally 

adopted” by the time of his death and counted such 

prominent London addresses as the Langham Hotel 

and the Savoy as clients. 
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This breadth of interests led to significant work 

beyond audits. Both Deloitte and Greenwood worked 

as arbitrators. More importantly, the firm worked on 

the merger that created the Telegraph Construction 

and Maintenance Co. in 1864, and the two men were 

appointed “consulting accountants” to the combined 

manufacturer. Deloitte also advised on proposed 

company listings on the growing stock market, and the 

firm represented shareholders when, in 1868 and 1869, 

the government nationalized Britain’s domestic telegraph 

companies. (Although income taxes had been introduced 

in Britain in 1842, tax work does not appear to have 

formed a major part of Deloitte’s business at this point.) 

By 1870, Deloitte served all of the icons of the First 

Industrial Revolution—not only railways, collieries, 

hotels and telegraph companies but also docks, 

breweries, ironworks, banks, newspapers and life 

insurers, many with global ties. He was “one of the 

first, if not the very first, to introduce the professional 

element into the practice of Accountancy in London,” 

according to Gane. He was held in high regard by his 

growing roster of clients, and his reputation primed 

him, his partners and his staff to tackle the challenges 

of the next industrial revolution.

DELOITTE SERVED ALL OF THE ICONS OF THE 

FIRST INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION.  

HE WAS HELD IN HIGH REGARD BY HIS 

GROWING ROSTER OF CLIENTS.
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Trinity Church recognized Deloitte’s support with 
a plaque in his honor and a panel of stained glass 
bearing his name.

After living above his first office at  
11 Basinghall St., and briefly in Fulham, 
Deloitte spent his last four decades in 
Southall, a town 40 miles west of London. 
He built strong ties to the local community 
and helped fund the construction of Holy 
Trinity Church in 1890. He also donated the 
church’s organ. “His works do follow him,” 
reads the plaque outside of the church today. 

Deloitte’s generosity extended further. In 1897, he donated  

the land and funds to create homes for the poor in Southall:  

Deloitte’s Almshouses, which were built in honor of Queen 

Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. 

Today, Southall is a diverse, largely South Asian community,  

with railway station signs in both English and Gurmukhi.  

The church still stands and continues to operate the almshouses  

for Southall’s elderly residents, a permanent reminder of  

Deloitte’s commitment to his community. 

Deloitte donated land and money to provide affordable 
housing for the poor of his community (above).

A Role Model Founder

SHARED VALUE

Take Care of Each Other
We care about each other and about society as a 
whole. This began with William Deloitte, who looked 
after his neighbors and community, understanding that 
their well-being was vital to a healthy future for all.
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THE SECOND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION2
The internal combustion engine 
revolutionized transportation by land, 
air and sea, powering numerous 
innovations of the Second Industrial 
Revolution. 

The final decades of the 19th century were wracked by 
turmoil. Wars around the world led to a period of economic 
stagnation and volatility known as the Long Depression 
(1873–1896). From it emerged the Second Industrial 
Revolution, driven not by the Old World but the New World.

By the middle of the 19th century, Britain had the world’s only fully industrialized 

economy. Its railway network was all but complete, and it continued to lead the 

way in innovation, with new and more efficient processes for producing steel to 

replace the iron that had undergirded the First Industrial Revolution. Increased 

exports of steel, coal and iron fueled early stirrings of industrialization in Belgium, 

France, Scandinavia, Germany and, above all, the Americas, particularly the 

United States. 
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Flush with capital, British investors poured hundreds of 

millions of pounds into railways crossing Europe and North 

and South America. The opening of the western United 

States, along with massive immigration from Europe, helped 

double the US population between 1850 and 1865, and US 

economic growth—already the fastest in the world in the  

first half of the century—accelerated dramatically after the 

Civil War.

In addition to adopting British techniques and inventions, 

Americans devised their own innovations, including new 

industrial machines, insulated wire, typewriters and sewing 

machines. By 1885, US and British industrial output were 

equal. As the world emerged from the Long Depression,  

it was clear that the center of gravity had moved across  

the Atlantic and that a Second Industrial Revolution  

was beginning. 

British accountants fanned out across the world to provide 

auditing and other professional services to nascent 

industrial economies, from Canada to South Africa to New 

Zealand and nearly everywhere in between, helping lay 

the foundation for the global breadth and scale of today’s 

Deloitte organization.

Many of the developments of the Second Industrial Revolution, 
such as the assembly line, dramatically changed how the 
world worked and lived. Deloitte’s leaders recognized that the 
accompanying growth of “modern corporate organizations” and 
government gave new significance to the accounting profession 
as a whole.



DELOITTE FLOURISHED 

AS NEW ADVANCES 

CHANGED HOW THE 

WORLD WORKED  

AND LIVED.
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The First Industrial Revolution was powered by water and 

steam, coal and iron; the Second would be fueled by steel, 

oil and electricity. Steam power’s potential had reached its 

limit by the late 19th century, and the internal combustion 

engine, developed in the 1860s and 1870s, was quickly 

embraced. This, in turn, led to the spectacular growth of 

the oil industry at the turn of the 20th century. However, 

the internal combustion engine had one key drawback: The 

power it produced was not transmissible, meaning it had to 

be in the same place as the machines it drove.

The development of electrical power changed that. 

Electricity could be transmitted through the insulated 

wires first developed in the United States. It could also be 

converted into whatever type of power was needed and 

could be switched on and off, unlike coal or gas.

Electricity sparked a new revolution in manufacturing. 

Division of labor, exemplified by Henry Ford’s automobile 

production line in 1896, combined with precision machine 

tools to make manufacturing much more efficient. In 1858, it 

took a cobbler more than 10 hours to make a single pair of 

women’s shoes. In 1895, the work was done by 85 people, 

each performing a single task, with a combined total of less 

than one hour to produce a pair. 

Scientific management, pioneered in the 1880s by American 

steel engineer Frederick Taylor, led to further productivity 

gains. Taylor analyzed worker movements and identified 

changes that increased efficiency. This laid the groundwork 

for the management consulting industry in the 20th century.

The drive for efficiency also came to the burgeoning public 

sector during the Second Industrial Revolution. The modern 

bureaucratic state emerged during the turmoil of the late 

19th century: For example, the US federal government, 

which in 1850 employed just 26,000 people, employed 

nearly 10 times as many in 1901.

Global strife and economic depression from 1914 through 

1945 slowed the advance of the Second Industrial 

Revolution; world industrial production grew only half as fast 

between 1913 and 1938 as it had in the previous 25 years. 

Still, the society that emerged from World War II was 

fundamentally changed by the innovations of the Second 

Industrial Revolution: electric lighting and telephones; cars, 

bicycles and airplanes; refrigerators and other appliances; 

radio, movies and television; department and chain stores; 

aluminum and aspirin. Deloitte would play a vital role in the 

introduction of these and many other advances.

American steel engineer Frederick Taylor analyzed worker 

movements and identified changes that increased efficiency.  

This laid the groundwork for the management consulting industry. 



The New World

Deloitte, Dever, Griffiths & Co., which practiced from 1873  

until 1905, was aware of the opportunities emerging across 

the Atlantic. It had clients in North America and Latin America, 

where its reputation as the leading railway auditor in Britain 

helped it attract new business from a number of railways  

built in South America between 1860 and 1890. William 

Plender, who was named a partner in 1897, spent nine  

months in the United States and Canada in 1887 investigating 

an embezzlement case. John Griffiths, a partner since 1869, 

visited New York in 1888 to look into a railroad opportunity on 

behalf of former Deloitte clerk Alexander Henderson. Joining 

him on the trip was his younger brother, Percival. Sensing the 

dynamism of American industrialism, Percival offered to stay 

in New York to build a Deloitte practice there, but Griffiths 

vetoed the idea.

Two years later, however, the time was right. Deloitte, Dever, 

Griffiths & Co.’s first US office opened on Broadway in 1890, 

led by Percival Griffiths and Edward Adams, a well-traveled 

member of the London staff who would go on to become 

its first overseas resident partner. It quickly found success, 

winning appointment as Procter & Gamble’s auditor within 

months of opening in New York, beginning a relationship 

that continues to the present day. New branches in Chicago 

and Buenos Aires followed, and while those proved short 

lived, the firm would return to both cities in the following 

two decades. New offices were also opened in Cincinnati, 

Mexico City and Montreal.

In many ways, American accounting at the end of the 

19th century looked very much like British accounting did 

when William Welch Deloitte opened his practice in 1845. 

“Accountancy in America was a poor, weak, struggling 

thing,” a biographer wrote. “It was not a profession; it was 

but a business adjunct, and not much of one at that. The 

accountant was little more than a bookkeeper and the line  

of demarcation between the two was slight indeed.”

Accountants Charles Waldo Haskins and Elijah Watt Sells 

were determined—and destined—to change that. Like 

Deloitte, both Haskins and Sells were deeply enmeshed 

in the American railway industry. Haskins, a member of a 

prominent Brooklyn family, served as a bookkeeper and 

auditor to a New York railway before launching his own 

practice in 1886. He had studied and worked in Europe 

and had seen the advances made by the profession there. 

Sells had a more modest background, but accounting ran 

in his blood: His father, also named Elijah, was a prominent 

William Plender became a partner in  
1897 and played a key role in Deloitte’s 
international expansion.
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The Dockery Commission

In his first inaugural address in 1885, 
President Grover Cleveland called for 
“reform in the administration of the 
Government and the application of 
business principles to public affairs.” In 
response, Congress created the Dockery 
Commission—named for its chairman, 
Rep. Alexander M. Dockery of Missouri—
which hired auditors Charles Haskins 
and Elijah Sells to investigate the federal 
government’s recordkeeping systems and 
make recommendations for improvement.  
It was the first time the US government  
had hired public accountants.

The government’s accounting system had been in place since 

Alexander Hamilton served as the first Treasury Secretary. 

Haskins and Sells found buildings filled with records, overflowing 

into the corridors. They found departments and bureaus years 

behind in their work. And they watched as clerks copied letters  

by hand, nearly two decades after the introduction of the 

commercial typewriter.

As part of the Dockery Commission, Haskins and Sells 

recommended measures to increase efficiency and overhaul the 

accounting system. Some of the most effective recommendations 

included a dramatic reduction in copying and an increase  

in typewriters. All told, the changes saved more than  

$600,000 annually.

While serving on the Dockery Commission, Haskins and Sells 
corresponded with a variety of government agencies. Here, the 
acting Secretary of the Treasury informs Frank T. Shaw, Collector 
of Customs, of their impending arrival at his bureau.



The US Capitol in 1900. As 
members of the Dockery 
Commission, Charles Haskins 
and Elijah Sells spearheaded 
a long-overdue audit of the 
federal government’s finances. 
Their work there set the stage 
for their future partnership. 
More than 50 years after the 
Dockery Commission, Haskins 
& Sells managing partner Arthur 
H. Carter, Elijah Sells’s son-in-
law, served on its successor 
body, the Hoover Commission.

SHARED VALUE

Collaborate for  
Measurable Impact

The collaboration between Haskins and 
Sells demonstrated a commitment to 

cultivating strong working relationships to 
solve problems for the greater good.
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Haskins & Sells

Haskins & Sells opened its doors in New York in March 1895. 

Given the success of the Dockery Commission, the new 

firm had no trouble attracting government clients. Its first 

was the US Post Office, and soon others followed, including 

the cities of Brooklyn, Chicago and New Rochelle, making 

Haskins & Sells the leading state and municipal auditor in 

America. Its clients also included the governments of Cuba 

and the Philippines. Haskins & Sells also continued to serve 

the railroads; its audit report for the Reading Railroad in 

1898 may be the first such report by a firm of certified public 

accountants.

The fact that CPA firms even existed was largely due to 

Haskins’ efforts. As a founder of the American Association of 

Public Accountants, later the AICPA, he was a driving force 

behind New York’s CPA law in 1896. He served as the first 

president of both the New York Board of CPA Examiners 

and the New York State Society of CPAs. Indeed, he was 

supposed to be issued the first CPA certificate, but Melville 

Dewey, head of the New York State Board of Regents 

and creator of the Dewey Decimal System, insisted on an 

alphabetical arrangement. Haskins received certificate  

No. 6. (Sells was No. 10.)

Haskins’ dedication to raising the profile of accounting in 

America did not end there. In 1900, he founded the New 

York University School of Commerce, Accounts and Finance 

(now the Stern School of Business) and served as its first 

dean. The school boasted the first accounting program in 

the United States. “The grave and urgent necessity for a 

carefully-educated body of public accountants has been 

auditor who was appointed by President Abraham Lincoln 

to review the books of the US Treasury and US Post Office 

Department. The younger Elijah worked at a number 

of midwestern railways before following his father into 

government service.

Haskins and Sells met in Washington in 1893. Both had been 

appointed to the Dockery Commission, which was charged 

with overhauling the federal government’s recordkeeping 

and accounting system. Their recommendations saved the 

government hundreds of thousands of dollars a year, and 

when their work was complete, they decided to go into 

business together.

Haskins (left) and Sells (right) attracted a number of prominent 
clients when they went into business together as Haskins & 
Sells. They also worked diligently to advance the accounting 
profession: Haskins was a founder of what became known as 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), 
and the firm was instrumental in creating the peer review 
system for US accounting practices.



to $400,000 (the equivalent of $11.5 million in 2020) in 

1903, and it was poised to double in size during its second 

decade. Haskins, however, didn’t live to see it: He died 

suddenly on Jan. 9, 1903, at the age of 50.

“Mr. Haskins saw 10 years ago what the rest of the world 

has come to see more clearly since—that the intricacies 

of modern corporate organizations and the multiplying 

of governmental activities were destined to create a new 

profession or give significance to one already existing in  

a minor way,” NYU Acting Chancellor John McCracken  

said in 1910.

demonstrated with much force in recent years,” Haskins 

said, “and this necessity is particularly emphasized at this 

time in view of the fast-increasing number of public and 

semi-public corporations in which vast amounts of  

individual capital are invested.”

Education was a start, but a commitment to integrity was 

crucial to the development of the profession. “The ideal 

conception by the profession itself of its true mission, a 

conception from within and not dependent upon extraneous 

exigencies, places accountancy far outside the pale of 

ordinary callings, and sets it upon a platform of its own 

as a learned profession, self-impelled to culture, to moral 

enlargement, and to scientific attainment,” Haskins said, 

“and lays a basis of confidence for every business enterprise 

that in a professional accountancy there is a self-centered 

soul of economic truth.”

Haskins was also keen that basic accounting skills be taught 

more broadly. He wrote a book on household economy, 

dedicated to his daughter Ruth, that contained forms and 

methods for maintaining domestic accounts as effectively  

as corporate ones.

After less than a decade in business, Haskins & Sells was 

the most respected accounting firm in the United States. 

Its client list included railroads, streetcars, banks, retailers, 

manufacturers, law firms and American Express. It had 

offices in Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis, Pittsburgh and 

London—where it was the first US firm to have a base—in 

addition to New York, where it employed more than 100 

people. Earnings had grown from $15,000 in its first year 

Haskins recognized that 
the methods and values of 
accountancy could be applied 
to areas outside business. His 
1903 book offered advice for 
homemakers on managing 
household accounts, keeping 
home balance sheets and 
budgets, and maintaining a 
bank account.

SHARED VALUE

Lead the Way
Haskins played a key role in creating  
programs to educate, license and regulate 
public accountants, bringing structure and 
discipline to the new profession.
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Amid Growth, a Culture Takes Shape

After Haskins’s death, Sells worked to expand their joint 

creation. Up until 1903, he and Haskins had been the only 

partners. In the ensuing decade, Sells added 13 more, 

nine of whom were still working at the start of World War 

I. Haskins & Sells would be appointed to investigate three 

major insurers after a scandal in 1905. It would be the first 

time the firm worked with Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths & Co., 

as the firm was called starting that same year. Also in 1905, 

Haskins & Sells was appointed auditor to Dow Chemical.

SHARED VALUE

Take Care of Each Other
Haskins & Sells’s baseball team offers an 
early example of providing for people’s 
well-being, fostering teamwork both 
within and away from the office.

Dow Chemical, a major force in the Second Industrial 
Revolution, became a client of Haskins & Sells in 1905. Here, 
Dow Chemical bromides are transported by horse-drawn 
buggy for shipment to Japan.



Haskins & Sells formed a company baseball team in 1907, outfitting 
its players in gray flannel uniforms. Elijah Sells believed in the 
benefits of recreation—particularly getting staff members out of the 
office for a bit of fresh air. 

Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths & Co. 

participated in cricket matches against 

rival accountants Cooper Brothers & Co. 

(now PricewaterhouseCoopers) in the 

years leading up to World War II.

To maintain the firm’s high standards, Sells recruited NYU 

professor and former Haskins & Sells partner John Wildman 

to establish a Department of Professional Training and 

a firm library. In addition to assembling a skilled base of 

professionals, Sells was eager to build a strong culture 

among them. He was an enthusiastic proponent of and 

participant in the firm’s baseball team and exulted in the 

team’s success, “not only from the point of view of the 

pleasure and health of those concerned, but in the increase 

of good fellowship which it gave to all of us.”

Proud as he was, Sells did enjoy a little mischievous fun at 

his team’s expense. After the accountants defeated a team 

made up of workers on Sells’s Westchester County farm, he 

hired ringers to avenge them from the New York Giants—

who had won the 1905 World Series and who were led by 

Sells’s friend, future Baseball Hall of Famer John McGraw.
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In 1896, Haskins & Sells moved from its first office on Nassau 

Street in New York to the Johnston Building at 30 Broad St.  

Soon, it would be joined there by another accounting firm 

with which it was destined to have a close relationship: 

Touch, Niven & Co.

Touch, Niven & Co. was founded in 1900, the second of 

three firms to eventually bear the name of George A. Touch 

(the final “e” was added in 1906 to avoid the common 

English pronunciation of “touch,” which in the early 20th 

century was slang for coaxing money from someone). Touch 

had apprenticed in Edinburgh with Alexander T. Niven, a 

founder of the world’s first accounting society and one of 

its first chartered accountants. After leaving Niven’s office, 

Touch become heavily involved in the investment trust 

business. He founded George A. Touch & Co. in London in 

1898 to help reorganize troubled companies and serve new 

ones. Two years later, he entered into partnership with his 

mentor’s son, John B. Niven, to establish the New York firm.

Like both Deloitte and Haskins & Sells, Touch Niven grew 

quickly by serving the growing industrial base of the United 

States. Offices proliferated nationwide, just as the third leg 

of the Touch/Touche domain, George A. Touche & Co. of 

Canada, was spreading across that country, carrying forward 

the legacy established by Philip Ross in 1858. Meanwhile, 

the London firm was expanding as well, opening two offices 

in the Dutch East Indies (today’s Indonesia) in partnership 

with another rapidly growing firm: Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths 

& Co. It was the first known collaboration between Deloitte 

and Touche.

The Johnston Building at 30 Broad St. in New York, as it appeared 
in 1903, was home to both Haskins & Sells and Touch, Niven & Co. 
(later called Touche, Niven & Co.) for a number of years. Haskins & 
Sells moved to 35–37 W. 39th St. in 1912.



drawer. When Percival Griffiths returned from New York in 

1898 to become a partner in the London firm, the only office 

that could be found for him was a tiny, dark room at the top 

of the stairs with one small window, “which, on a really fine 

day, had been known to admit a glint of daylight.”

Deloitte’s longtime deputy, Henry Dever, also retired in 1897. 

That left the firm in the hands of John Griffiths. Griffiths, 

whose cousin Alfred Hollebone had been Deloitte’s fourth 

partner, joined the firm in 1865 and was made a partner just 

four years later. One staff member recalled: “For him and his 

abilities I always had the greatest admiration. Although his 

discipline was rather on the strong side, he was always just 

and one was eager to please him.” Under Griffiths, Deloitte 

gained experience in insurance and investment trusts, 

among other growing industries.

It was also under Griffiths that Deloitte’s international 

footprint began to grow. Future partner Edward Adams went 

to South Africa to investigate gold and diamond mining 

operations, a precursor for the firm’s expansion there in the 

early 20th century. In addition to his own travels to New 

York, Plender “visited practically every country in Europe,” 

from Spain to western Russia, working on an electric 

industry engagement in the former and with the oil industry 

in the latter. Work poured in from every corner of the globe, 

from Norway’s remote northern Lofoten Islands to India, 

where the firm worked for the Maharajah of Bettiah.

A Global Footprint

In the late 1880s, William Welch Deloitte remained active 

in firm affairs, uncovering a massive fraud at the London 

& River Plate Bank. He was also devoted to efforts to 

professionalize his chosen field, having co-founded 

England’s first accounting organization, the Institute of 

Accountants, in 1870, and its successor, the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, 10 years later. 

He finally retired in 1897, just a year before his death on 

Aug. 23, 1898. According to his obituary in The Accountant, 

“he had probably been in business longer than any other 

accountant, and was the oldest practising accountant living 

at his retirement.”

By then, Deloitte was once again bursting at the seams. In 

1897, its small and outdated offices at 4 Lothbury in the City 

of London housed about 70 staff members. It was accessible 

through a narrow doorway and a “long dark wooden 

passage.” Electric lights had only recently been installed in 

the office. There was a single telephone but no typewriters, 

and letters and papers were stuffed into every available 

Work poured in from every corner 
of the globe, from Norway’s remote 
northern Lofoten Islands to India, 
where the firm worked for the 
Maharajah of Bettiah.
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DELOITTE’S REPUTATION 

AS THE LEADING  

RAILWAY AUDITOR IN 

BRITAIN HELPED IT 

ATTRACT NEW BUSINESS 

FROM A NUMBER OF 

RAILWAYS BUILT IN 

SOUTH AMERICA.
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When Griffiths retired in 1902, his international commitments 

were expanded upon by his successor, William Plender, 

who oversaw the creation of Deloitte affiliates in South 

Africa in 1904 and Brazil in 1911. Plender joined with George 

A. Touche & Co. to open two offices on the island of Java 

to serve the booming rubber industry in 1910 (both closed 

permanently during World War I) and also set up Deloitte’s 

first offices in Russia in 1913, for which the firm kept a supply 

of fur-lined coats and hats. Deloitte wasn’t alone in such 

endeavors: Haskins & Sells opened an office in Shanghai 

in 1917, and the firm’s Charles E. Morris traveled widely in 

Asia, visiting the Philippines, Japan and New Zealand on 

assignment for Westinghouse.

By 1911, Deloitte was the largest accounting practice in the 

world, with some 200 staffers in London and offices on 

five continents. But dark clouds were gathering that would 

challenge the firm’s growth.

The Sao Paulo Railway Limited became one of Deloitte’s main 
clients in Brazil as companies built railway networks there in 
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Growing investments in 
infrastructure created a demand for auditors to examine the 
finances of Brazil’s industrial clientele. 
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The Founders

At the same time that Charles Haskins, 
Elijah Sells, Philip Ross and John Niven 
were extending the accounting profession 
in the United States and Canada, other 
pioneers were doing so around the globe.

The earliest Deloitte legacy firms in Australia were formed in 

the early 1880s, and most of those that would become Deloitte 

New Zealand began in the 1890s. The founder of a key Deloitte 

predecessor practice in South Africa, Howard Pim opened his 

office in Kimberley in 1893, more than a decade before Deloitte 

formally entered that country, and became a noted opponent  

of apartheid.

In Germany, the Bayerische Revisions- und Vermögens-

Verwaltungs-A.G.—later the Süddeutsche Treuhandgesellschaft 

AG—was founded in Munich in 1907. Jacob von Tangen Kielland 

established the A.S. Bergens Revisionsinstitut in 1916; it went on 

to become Deloitte Norway.

These pioneers were not limited to the Western world. Fuad Saba 

trained as an accountant in England before returning to his native 

Palestine to open a one-room office in Jerusalem in 1926. Just 

two years later, Saba & Co. won its first major client, the Arab 

Bank, which was the first private sector bank in the Arab world.  

In the 1940s and 1950s, the firm spread across the Middle East  

and North Africa, opening more than a dozen offices on its  

way to becoming the largest accounting firm in the region. 

Two decades later, another pioneer left home to hone his craft 

in England. Akintola Williams studied banking and finance 

in London before becoming the first Nigerian to qualify as a 

chartered accountant in the UK. After returning to Africa, he 

founded Akintola Williams & Co. in 1952, Nigeria’s first indigenous 

firm of chartered accountants. Following Nigerian independence 

in 1960, the country made huge investments in infrastructure and 

industry, building an important client base for Williams’ firm. Like 

Saba, Williams expanded his firm into a multinational enterprise, 

with offices in Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Egypt and Kenya.

The year 1968 was a watershed moment for the future Deloitte 

Asia Pacific, with the establishment of Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. 

in Japan and Kassim Chan & Co. in Malaysia. In Israel, Igal 

Brightman & Co. appeared in 1972 and became the largest 

accountancy in that country after its affiliation with Deloitte & 

Touche in 1994, a first for a major professional services firm in 

Israel. And Aldeweireldt, Tinnemans, Van der Steen & Co. was 

founded in Belgium in 1973 and became a Touche Ross member 

firm eight years later.

The Chinese predecessor firm that was titled the Great American 
Auditing Co. opened its doors in Shanghai in 1917.



Philip Simpson Ross

George Touche

Fuad Saba

Akintola Williams

Howard Pim

Nobuzo Tohmatsu

Leading practitioners of accounting around the world established networks of associated 
firms in the 19th and 20th centuries to expand their geographic reach and better serve 
clients. Their efforts paved the way for the Deloitte organization of today.
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War and Depression

During his time in Prague during the 1890s, John Griffiths 

recalled frequently seeing “the Austrian Archduke driving an 

English dogcart with a small tiger behind him, whilst he was 

stationed with his regiment in that city.” Two decades later, 

the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand in Sarajevo 

set off one of the most devastating conflicts in human  

history, World War I.

The war brought an abrupt end to the heady growth spurred 

by the Second Industrial Revolution. Key innovations such as 

the machine gun, the airplane and mustard gas made it one 

of the most destructive conflicts in history. Deloitte, Plender, 

Griffiths & Co. partner Robert Kerr was lost while returning 

from an engagement in Ireland when his ship was torpedoed. 

The firm’s staff in Moscow and St. Petersburg had to be 

evacuated following the Russian Revolution in 1917.

Austrian Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand made a strong 
impression on John Griffiths.

Peace, by the Numbers

World War I, which was the most destructive conflict in human 

history at the time, sent politicians and other leaders on a quest 

for answers. Among them was Elijah Sells, cofounder of Haskins 

& Sells. At the 1915 meeting of the New York State Society of 

Certified Public Accountants, Sells proposed a 19-point plan for 

international peace. His boldest idea was the establishment of an 

international peacekeeping tribunal with its own military. In the 

table shown on page 55, Sells estimated the size of the world’s 

militaries and military budgets. He also broke down each nation’s 

contribution to the proposed tribunal.
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Modernization of the Profession

The postwar decade brought a large number of liquidations 

and mergers and great demand for modern accounting 

systems to handle the new taxes levied during and after 

the war. Deloitte UK was often the auditor of choice for 

the British government, serving the Imperial War Graves 

Commission and also examining the German Reichsbank to 

determine its ability to pay the reparations required by the 

Treaty of Versailles. 

Accountants in uniform were often among the last to be 

demobilized due to their useful skills and were in demand 

after leaving the military. It was difficult for Deloitte US to find 

qualified clerks to fill the gaps, although seven new partners 

were named during the interwar period. Haskins & Sells was 

fortunate in that it was able to rehire all of its veterans, and 

at increased salaries, for which it received a citation from the 

US Secretary of War.

Around the same time, Deloitte firms around the world 

saw many of their staffers enlist to serve, creating a severe 

shortage of professionals. The gap was filled by a large 

and rotating staff of temporary clerks, including a number 

of women. “With the great uncertainty of the ‘manpower’ 

situation we are considering seriously the utilization of 

women on staff,” the Haskins & Sells Bulletin noted in 

August 1918. “With this in mind, we hope to add to the 

bookkeeping force a number of women who, together with 

those already employed, will form a nucleus from which 

additions to the staff may be developed.” For the first time, 

women took on accounting assignments, having previously 

served exclusively as secretaries and stenographers.

One of these women was Elizabeth Yates, who joined 

Holmes & McCrindle in 1914 (the Australian firm became 

a part of Deloitte through a series of mergers in the 20th 

century). “I had a variety of duties—typing, shorthand, book-

keeping, operating the switchboard, keeping time records, 

all the odd jobs,” she said. “Standards of dress were very 

strict, hats and gloves were normal accessories and no-

one would think of not wearing stockings. Then, war-time 

brought rationing and the girls often could not afford to use 

precious coupons for stockings.” 

“With the great uncertainty of 
the ‘manpower’ situation we 
are considering seriously the 
utilization of women on staff.”

HASKINS & SELLS BULLETIN,  
AUGUST 1918



In 1923, Jennie Palen was 
the first woman CPA to be 
hired by a major accounting 
firm. She became a principal 
at Haskins & Sells in 1935, 
a position with significant 
responsibility. She was not 
eligible to become partner 
because that position 
required audit experience. 
Palen wrote a number of 
books about accounting, 
and served as an authority 
on the profession and 
an inspiration to the 
generations of women  
who would follow.

The Women of Deloitte

Deloitte is at its best when it fosters an 
inclusive culture and embraces diversity  
in all forms. This attracts top talent,  
enables innovation and helps deliver  
well-rounded client solutions. 

In the early 20th century, women working at accounting firms 

were rare. Haskins & Sells hired its first female employee, Sarah 

Isabelle Bolles, as a secretary in 1900; Deloitte followed suit in 

1902 when it hired its first female typist. Bolles would rise to 

become executive secretary and Haskins & Sells’s highest-paid 

nonpartner professional. 

Female CPAs were even more unusual in the early 20th  

century. Jennie Palen was one of only 100. Palen, who became  

a principal at Haskins & Sells in 1935, was the first woman to  

run a department at a leading accounting firm. She paved  

the way for generations of women in accounting.

Palen graduated summa cum laude from New York University in 

1919 and became a certified public accountant in 1923, the year 

she began working at Haskins & Sells. By the end of her 30-year 

tenure, she had penned a number of books and articles that 

helped cement her position as an authority in the accounting 

profession. She was a member of the American Institute of 

Accountants and president of the American Woman’s Society of 

Certified Public Accountants, where she served as editor of its 

journal, The Woman C.P.A. Palen also taught accounting at New 

York’s Baruch College.

“It is not a field for the lazy or incompetent man and still less  

one for the lazy or incompetent woman,” Palen wrote. “It is 

a difficult career, full of hard work, hard thinking and heavy 

responsibilities, and its rewards are only for those who enjoy 

meeting the challenge.”

One of those taking on the heavy responsibilities was Ruth 

Peabody Waschau. As a professional in Haskins & Sells’s Chicago 

office, she was one of eight charter members of the American 

Woman’s Society of Certified Public Accountants in 1933. Dorothy 

Willard became the first female partner of any Big 8 accounting 

firm when Touche Ross merged with Boston’s Charles F. 

Rittenhouse & Co. in 1967. Two years after that, Mary McCann  

of Touche Ross’s Kansas City office became the first woman  

at a Big 8 firm to be promoted to partner from the ranks.

SHARED VALUE

Foster Inclusion
The expanding role of women in the organization is a 
key example of how Deloitte has fostered inclusion. 
This Shared Value has evolved to encompass 
diversity in all forms.
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However, accounting firms were called upon to address 

problems spawned by the crisis: Deloitte went to work 

following the collapse of Austria’s Credit Anstalt bank 

in 1931, and Haskins & Sells’s Arthur Carter successfully 

lobbied for mandatory independent audits in the Securities 

Act of 1933, arguing that some of the bankruptcies suffered 

during the Depression could have been prevented by 

proper accounting. During the proceedings, US Sen. Alban 

Barkley asked Carter, “Who audits you?” The Haskins & 

Sells chief famously replied, “Our conscience.” The 1933 law 

fueled huge demand for accounting services. 

Upon his passing in 1934, 
Charles Ludlam, Haskins & 
Sells’s third partner, left his 
entire estate to the Haskins 
& Sells Foundation, an 
organization designed to 
help the families of Haskins 
& Sells professionals in 
times of need.

Still, the economic boom that followed the war offered new 

opportunities around the world for Deloitte, the Touche 

firms, and Haskins & Sells. Offices opened across Europe, 

South America, the United States, Canada and southern 

Africa, and Deloitte audited the Tokyo Electric Light Co. in 

1928. The 1913 introduction of the US federal income tax 

had fueled the growth of Haskins & Sells as well as Touche 

Niven, whose founder, John Niven, became editor of the 

Journal of Accountancy’s new tax column. The firms were 

also involved in the booming US auto industry. One of Alfred 

Sloan’s first acts as CEO of General Motors was to hire 

Haskins & Sells to audit the company’s accounts in 1919.

The Roaring Twenties came to an abrupt end with the Wall 

Street crash in October 1929, and the length and severity 

of the Great Depression posed challenges. Fortunately, 

a year before the crash, Haskins & Sells had established 

the Haskins & Sells Foundation to provide assistance to 

accountants in need at a time when pension plans were 

rare. Still, in January 1931, Haskins & Sells’s John Wildman 

acknowledged that “business is not good.”



Boulogne shuttered the Paris office and joined thousands of 

refugees fleeing the German advance. After a harrowing two 

days of travel, Boulogne arrived in Bordeaux. With difficulty, 

including a 30-hour journey on a crowded train from Bilbao, 

Spain, to Lisbon, Portugal, Boulogne and his wife boarded  

a ship to New York. 

Deloitte’s Paris base remained shuttered until 1946, but 

Boulogne’s secretary, Jeanne Rauliac managed to reopen 

Touche Niven’s by the end of June 1940. Haskins & Sells’s 

Shanghai subsidiary, officially named the Great American 

Accounting Firm until 1920, closed in 1941. Following the 

Japanese invasion of China, Shanghai office manager 

Thomas Koerner had insisted on inspecting a warehouse 

allegedly stocked with silver and coin, all of which proved 

fake. Koerner reported it to the police—only to have the 

office’s window shot out a week later, indicating to Koerner 

that it was time to leave. Deloitte’s London office made plans 

to handle all business by telephone in the event of air raids, 

and its office in Swansea, Wales, was destroyed by aerial 

bombing. Though the firm’s main offices in London were 

spared, incendiary bombs gutted the neighboring buildings, 

and basement flooding destroyed most of the firm’s oldest 

records. Deutsche Baurevision, which would later become 

part of the Deloitte organization, was seized by the Nazi 

regime in 1943.

Black Tuesday, the day in October 1929 that the US stock market 
crashed, signaled the start of the Great Depression. Deloitte was 
not immune to the crisis, but accounting firms were sought out  
by businesses as they struggled to survive the turbulent 1930s.

Business was disrupted once again by World War II. Deloitte, 

Haskins & Sells and Touche Niven were all forced to close 

their offices in continental Europe and evacuate staff. 

Deloitte shuttered most of the offices it had opened in the 

previous decade, including those in Paris, Brussels, Antwerp, 

Milan, Vienna, Budapest and Prague. In June 1940, with 

German forces just 15 miles away, Touche Niven’s Robert 
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Deloitte at War

When the world went to war in 1914 and 
again in 1939, members of Deloitte, Haskins 
& Sells and Touche Niven answered the call 
to serve their countries. The truly global 
nature of those conflicts is reflected in 
those partners and other professionals who 
served—some of whom made the ultimate 
sacrifice for their countries.

About 130 permanent and temporary Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths 

& Co. professionals served in World War I, and 28 lost their lives. 

Deloitte professionals from as far away as Australia and New 

Zealand would also fight and die in the trenches. Alan N. Brierley, 

the son of Kent Brierley & Sully’s cofounder, was injured during 

the Gallipoli campaign, while that firm’s Wallace Rae Schofield 

would fall victim to one of the poison gas attacks on the Western 

Front. (Kent Brierley & Sully was merged into Touche Ross  

in the 1970s.)

Even those who weren’t on the frontlines were drawn into 

the war effort. Deloitte partner William Plender was named 

controller of German, Austrian and Turkish banks in England 

that had been seized by the government, and he served on 10 

government committees during the war. Deloitte’s New York 

office also worked with the Commission for Relief in Belgium. 

The commission’s chairman, future US President Herbert 

Hoover, would often visit Plender at Deloitte’s London offices at 

5 London Wall Buildings, where the firm had moved in 1905. In 

the United States, more than 100 Haskins & Sells staffers joined 

war agencies, leaving a short-staffed firm to handle major new 

assignments, including one with the Red Cross. Like Plender in 

the UK, Homer A. Dunn of Haskins & Sells worked to administer 

property seized from the Central Powers in the United States.

The pattern was repeated in World War II. More than 140 Deloitte 

professionals and 408 Haskins & Sells professionals served in 

the conflict; 24 of Deloitte’s were killed in action. Once again, 

members of Deloitte’s Australian and New Zealand predecessor 

firms also fought. A partner at A & J Grierson died serving in 

the New Zealand Air Force. Three members of the Holmes & 

McCrindle staff and four from C.A. Le Maistre Walker Son & Co., 

both of which would later become part of the Deloitte practice in 

Australia, also lost their lives, as did the son of Spry Clark Tootell 

& Co. founder Frederick W. Spry. Both of the named partners 

of future Japanese Deloitte firm Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. were 

senior officers in the Japanese Imperial Navy; Daikichi Awoki 

was the architect of the navy’s cost-accounting system. Another 

cofounder, Iwao Tomita, served on a battleship and a frigate 

escorting convoys from Manila and Singapore.

During World War II, accounting and audit professionals once 

again served on the home front. Deloitte and Haskins & Sells 

were called upon to handle assets seized from Italian and 

Japanese banks, while Deutsche Baurevision performed the 

same tasks in Germany. Haskins & Sells’s Howard Carter, a 1905 

West Point graduate, joined the US War Department as executive 

accountant. He and his assistant, Andrew Stewart, worked to 

bring efficiencies to the war effort. Carter rose to the rank of 

major general in 1943.



London bore the brunt of the Blitz during World War II. On 
December 29, 1940, bombs fell on the area around St. Paul’s 
Cathedral. Deloitte’s offices at 5 London Wall were spared,  
but flooding destroyed most of the firm’s oldest records.
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In the postwar period, the acquisition of high-quality local 

firms to increase geographic footprint and add new practice 

areas remained common. The 1947 merger of Touche Niven 

& Co. with Chicago-based Allen R. Smart and Detroit-based 

George Bailey & Co. was a notable example. That of George 

A. Touche & Co. with the century-old Montreal firm of P.S. 

Ross to create Ross Touche in 1958 is another. Between 

1950 and 1975, Haskins & Sells and Touche Niven—later 

Touche Ross—merged with more than 80 firms and practices 

across the United States. 

Across the world, the three major Australian firms that would 

later affiliate with Touche Ross came together in a series 

of mergers in the 1950s and 1960s. But with increasing 

globalization and the growth of multinationals, such local 

tie-ups were no longer enough. In 1952, Deloitte, Plender, 

Griffiths & Co. and Haskins & Sells completed the process 

that had started in 1925 and formally joined forces, although 

both continued to use their own names until much later.  

And in 1960, the three firms founded by George A. Touche—

George A. Touche & Co. in England; Touche, Niven, Bailey & 

Smart in the United States; and Ross Touche—merged  

as Touche Ross. 

Two of the organizations that would later become known 

as the Big 8 had come together just as the Third Industrial 

Revolution began to take hold. With their new scale and 

global reach, both were prepared to help unleash the 

potential of the dawning digital age.

First Wave of Consolidation

Deloitte emerged from the war into a transformed world. 

The vast government spending programs of the Great 

Depression and subsequent war created huge new 

bureaucracies that used complex new technologies.  

The globalization that had defined the early stages of the 

Second Industrial Revolution resumed as giant multinational 

corporations emerged. The correspondent relationships 

between accounting firms were no longer sufficient; durable 

international connections were needed. The time had come 

for consolidation.

Mergers were far from unknown in the accounting 

profession. Deloitte, Haskins & Sells and the Touche 

firms had each used them to expand their client lists and 

geographies during the first half of the century. Haskins & 

Sells’s first merger, with Conant & Grant in 1901, established 

its London office. In 1912, it merged with the California 

practice of John Franklin Forbes. Deloitte’s first merger was 

with Welton & Bond, the successor to the leading accounting 

firm in London of the 1840s, Quilter & Ball, in 1918. In 

Canada, George A. Touche & Co.’s merger with Webb,  

Read & Co. led to expansion to Edmonton in 1919.

The relationship between Deloitte and Haskins & Sells 

deepened in the following decade. In 1925, the two firms 

merged their Canadian, Cuban and Mexican businesses 

under the name Deloitte, Plender, Haskins & Sells. Five 

years later, their South American and South African offices 

were united.



Victor Stempf, managing 
partner of Touche, Niven & Co. 
and president of the American 
Institute of Accountants, served 
as a leader in the accounting 
profession during the growth and 
transformation wrought by the 
Second Industrial Revolution.

Statesmanship in the profession looks beyond 

immediate selfish interest or expediency toward 

the long-range development of the influence, 

recognition, and prestige of the profession, 

through unmistakable service in the public 

interest. Statesmanship demands constant 

vigilance and vigorous action. . . . We are becoming 

more sharply aware that accounting is a potent 

social force; that its use or abuse may radically 

affect the destinies of our economy.

SPEECH BEFORE THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE  
OF ACCOUNTANTS, 1944

“
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3 THE THIRD INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

From the late 20th century through the first decade of 
the 21st, the world was transformed by breakthroughs in 
science and technology, combined with policy changes 
promoting economic and political freedom. Not all countries 
and people benefited, and during this period there were 
financial shocks and strife. Yet the many advances and 
reforms led to a Third Industrial Revolution that not 
only introduced a host of economic innovations but also 
produced a historic lift in global living standards. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in Asia, which moved with astonishing speed 

from postwar poverty to a key role in world leadership. A growing Deloitte played 

an important part in the Third Industrial Revolution by providing ideas and services 

that helped build the momentum of progress in business, industry, finance, health 

care, and government all around the increasingly connected world.

Deloitte predecessor firms, including 
Touche Niven and Haskins & Sells, 
provided services to the growing 
automotive industry in Detroit, which 
was a key force in the economic and 
social transformation wrought by the 
Third Industrial Revolution.
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In addition to automating clerical tasks, the digital revolution 

fueled further automation with computerized and robotic 

assembly lines. New technologies spread mass production 

around the world and into new industries. Multinational 

corporations proliferated.

The most revolutionary changes came at the intersection of 

communications and technology. In 1969, the US Department 

of Defense created ARPANET, linking four universities’ 

mainframes through telephone lines. The internet was 

born, but it wasn’t until the creation of the World Wide Web 

in 1990 and the introduction of the first browser in 1993 

that it became navigable. Two years later, the internet was 

opened to for-profit business, and usage surged. Email, first 

developed in the early 1970s, began to reduce the piles of 

paper cluttering offices.

The enormous growth of the internet wouldn’t have been 

possible without another technological achievement: fiber 

optic cable. Fiber optics vastly increased telecommunications 

systems’ bandwidth. This not only enabled the advance of 

the internet but also vastly reduced the cost of long-distance 

calls, giving people another way of remaining in touch with 

distant friends, family and colleagues.

The origins of the Third Industrial Revolution lie in World War 

II and in the two decades that followed. A global conflict of 

unprecedented scale required unprecedented technologies: 

radar, high-speed calculators, decryption machines— 

and computers.

The idea of an automatic computer had existed long before 

the dawn of the 20th century. Charles Babbage and Ada 

Lovelace first outlined a plan for one shortly after William 

Welch Deloitte founded his accounting firm in 1845, and 

Alan Turing established the foundation of modern computer 

theory in the 1930s. But it was the development of electronics 

in the Second Industrial Revolution that made an automatic 

computer technically possible. The first nearly all-electronic 

computer, ENIAC, was built at the University of Pennsylvania 

for the US Army in 1946. Soon after, the development and 

rapid evolution of silicon microchips enabled the increased 

use of computers for commercial applications.

As the microchip shrank, so, too, did the computers they 

powered. The first computers in business were used to 

automate payroll, performing a task in 1.5 seconds that a 

person needed eight minutes to complete. Computers were 

quickly employed in other areas, including inventory, costing 

and basic banking. Their decreasing size and cost made 

them accessible for businesses of all sizes.

Between 1969 and 2014, the price 
of a transistor on an integrated 
circuit decreased from $1 to 
1/10,000,000th of 1 cent.



THE FIRST COMPUTERS IN BUSINESS 

WERE USED TO AUTOMATE PAYROLL AND, 

BEFORE LONG, IN INVENTORY, COSTING 

AND BASIC BANKING.

The mainframe computers of 
the 1950s and ’60s took up a 
massive amount of space and 
used magnetic tape to store 
data. Computers became 
smaller, cheaper and more 
powerful in the decades that 
followed, and opportunities 
abounded to harness the 
power of IT for the new 
management consulting 
business to help clients do 
more and do better in the 
fast-changing postwar world.
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opportunities to assist clients in determining how best to 

adapt to and capitalize on the new developments, and the 

need to reinvent the industry’s own methods and models 

to remain at the forefront of change. Deloitte led one of the 

industry’s most noteworthy advances: the introduction of 

management consulting. 

Another communications revolution came in 1995, when 

governments around the world agreed upon an international 

digital system for cellular phones, paving the way for the 

smartphone, which was practically a revolution in its own 

right. Following the introduction of Apple’s iPhone in 2007, 

the proportion of the world’s people using the internet 

skyrocketed from just over 20 percent that year to nearly  

50 percent within the next 10 years.

The accumulating innovations in digital technology thus 

provided the means to create new products, services, 

and ways of doing business, with profound implications 

for individuals, households, and organizations of all kinds. 

For Deloitte and the professional services industry, the 

transformations taking shape had dual significance—

Touche Ross professionals using computers in 1968. 

Deloitte and the professional services 
industry faced the need to reinvent 
their own methods and models.



Bailey didn’t remain independent for long, merging with 

Touche Niven & Co. and Allen R. Smart & Co. later in 1947. 

He continued to support what was then called “management 

services” within Touche, Niven, Bailey & Smart. Hamman, 

who became the firm’s first official consulting partner in 

1949, focused on training and development, offering his 

colleagues Saturday sessions on technical subjects. Soon, 

the consulting business spread from Touche Niven’s Detroit 

headquarters to Milwaukee and Pittsburgh, where it was 

championed by Robert Trueblood, a future chairman of 

Touche Ross and a giant of the accounting industry.

At first, management services were primarily an add-on to 

Touche Niven’s main business, offering audit clients cost 

systems and cash forecasting models. In 1951, Don Jennings 

was hired to serve as national director of consulting, but it 

wasn’t easy for him to gain traction. Many of Touche Niven’s 

audit partners were skeptical; regardless, the consulting 

function was catching on. In 1952, Greg Boni in New York 

became the second full-time management services partner.

The Birth of Management Consulting

Experienced managers were in short supply during the 

transition to a peacetime economy following World War II. 

There was an urgent need for assistance from experts in  

the new business methods and procedures.

George Bailey, who had led auditing firm Ernst & Ernst’s 

Detroit office for three decades, thought accountants were 

those experts. Accountants had long practiced forms of 

management consulting. Deloitte worked on mergers in 

the UK as early as the mid-19th century and was appointed 

“consulting accountant” to the Telegraph Construction 

and Maintenance Co., while Haskins & Sells designed 

accounting and other systems for municipal governments 

and the US federal government in the early 20th century.

Unfortunately for Bailey, C.A. Ernst was opposed to further 

diversifying his firm’s business. So Bailey, who was seen as 

Ernst’s likely successor, struck out on his own in 1947. He 

formed George Bailey & Co. and recruited two key members 

of Ernst’s “special services” team, John McEachren and Paul 

Hamman, to join him.

George Bailey, a Detroit 
accountant who served as 
president of the American 
Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, was a key  
player in the development  
of management consulting. 

SHARED VALUE

Lead the Way
Touche Niven’s Detroit office pioneered the 
creation of a new “management services” 
division devoted to helping companies find 
practical ways of improving their businesses.
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In the early 1950s, the four Touche Niven consulting 

practices operated independently of one another. But 

cooperation and coordination made it possible to better 

meet the array of client needs, and a central staff was 

set up in Detroit in 1955. The following year, Touche 

Niven’s Partner’s Letter noted the growing response to its 

management services offerings: “We are daily expanding 

our work for clients in this area, providing them with much 

needed service and our firm with new fields to conquer.” 

By then, a dozen offices of Touche Niven (renamed Touche 

Ross Bailey & Smart in 1960) provided consulting services: 

primarily costing, inventory, accounting procedures, 

budgeting and forecasting, but also billing, tax matters, 

mergers and acquisitions, marketing, personnel, and 

computer services. Clients included aerospace companies; 

food processors; insurers; newspapers; hospitals; credit 

unions; appliance makers; a television production 

company; manufacturers of poultry processing equipment, 

prefabricated houses and sports equipment; the US 

Air Force; and Pillsbury. The client roster also included 

automakers. Bailey reportedly kept a fleet of cars of  

different makes so that he never arrived at a client in  

a competitor’s vehicle.

“We were good diagnosticians; we worked well with our 

clients,” said Doug McCracken, who joined Touche Ross’s 

consulting business in the late 1970s and would later serve 

as CEO of Deloitte Consulting. “We figured out what was 

wrong, and we built a plan to fix what was wrong, or to  

help build the business beyond where it was.”

Touche Ross’s relationship with Pillsbury dated back to 1908. 
Here, Ken Hagstrom, left, and Tom Oland, second from right, 
examine a Grand National Bakeoff entry in the Pillsbury  
Test Kitchen.  

SHARED VALUE

Collaborate for  
Measurable Impact
Robert Trueblood’s influence inspired leaders in the 
accounting profession to work together to define 
the role of new services involving tax, technology 
and management within public accounting.

The growth of management consulting within the accounting 

industry was among the many issues tackled by the AICPA’s 

Long-Range Objectives Committee, which was led by 

Trueblood. The group spent four years interviewing and 

surveying AICPA members as well as those outside of 

auditing. “One of the most profound observations has been 

that experts from outside the profession uniformly believe 



As economic development accelerated after World War II, 
management consulting emerged as a problem-solving tool 
for businessmen and government officials in the agricultural, 
manufacturing, and commercial sectors across the world. 
This Touche Ross brochure from 1971 demonstrated all 
the arenas with which management consulting interacted. 
Touche Ross aided governments and businesses in Latin 
America, Ghana, South Korea and more.

that we accountants must, as a profession, move faster 

and further than we have been able to do in recent years,” 

Trueblood told the AICPA Committee. 

The committee’s findings led in 1966 to the first-ever 

authoritative statement of the nature and scope of public 

accounting. The AICPA made clear that those services were 

varied and could include tax and management consulting.
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Deloitte in the Digital Age

Companies knew that computers could streamline their 

operations. They just didn’t always know how. That’s 

where Touche Ross Bailey & Smart came in. The firm set 

up the Management Sciences Department to develop data 

processing applications; it was merged into the consulting 

practice in 1962. “Those were the early days of computer 

systems,” said Ed Kangas, who joined the firm in Kansas 

City in 1967 and served as Deloitte Global CEO from 1989 

to 2000. “I got involved in that and was installing relatively 

simple manufacturing process accounting systems. It had 

a very hands-on implementation orientation. I remember in 

the early days, I went to the Omaha Furniture Mart, Warren 

Buffett’s company, and we basically helped them put an 

inventory management system in.”

In the 1960s, commercial computer use rose rapidly, but 

this growth was limited by the size and expense of the 

machines. However, in 1955, Haskins & Sells principal Virgil 

Blank had predicted “the smaller machines will become the 

work horses of modern business.” He was correct. In 1971, 

Intel Corp. developed the microprocessor, which enabled 

smaller, cheaper and more powerful “microcomputers”  

to compete with the mainframes and other large  

business machines.

Boeing, Chrysler and Barclays were among the clients that 

flocked to Touche Ross’s computer consulting business 

for advice on how to implement the new technology for 

systems developed by the firm. In the 1970s, the System 

As economic and technology change continued, Touche 

Ross’s consulting ranks tripled between 1958 and 1964  

and tripled again by 1970, when they accounted for nearly  

18 percent of Touche Ross’s revenue. By 1971, the Touche 

Ross management consulting practice spanned more  

than 40 US states and more than 40 countries—from  

Latin America to Ghana to South Korea—and public sector 

services grew to make up more than half of the firm’s total 

consulting work in 1973.

The public sector wasn’t the only area welcoming consulting 

assistance. Touche Ross found growing demand for financial 

forecasting services and set up practices for mergers and 

acquisitions, banking, and services for clients’ executive 

offices. But the driving force behind the continuing rise  

of consulting was the increasing use of computers.

Robert Trueblood, who served 
as chairman of the board of 
Touche Ross Bailey & Smart, 
was a leader in the audit 
profession and a prominent 
advocate for computer 
auditing. The Trueblood 
Seminars, which launched 
in 1966, have prepared 
generations of professionals 
for the future of accounting.



by Touche Ross for Audit Technical Assistance, or STRATA, 

offered the firm and its clients an easy-to-use information 

retrieval system. By 1972, Touche Ross had done work  

for 45 US states and territories as well as the federal 

government, restructuring systems dedicated to welfare 

programs, law enforcement, highway safety and driver’s 

licenses. By 1985, the firm served all 50 states, as well  

as the governments of New Zealand and Canada. 

Touche Ross professionals in 1975 use STRATA.

SHARED VALUE

Lead the Way
The early and effective use of digital 
technology, and statistical sampling in 
particular, set Deloitte and its predecessor 
firms apart.
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Leading the Way in 
Technological Innovation

At the dawn of the Third Industrial 
Revolution, Deloitte and its predecessor 
firms were technology trailblazers. Touche 
Ross and Haskins & Sells led the way in 
using statistical sampling in auditing. 
Haskins & Sells’s Auditape program, the 
auditor’s “key to the computer,” required 
minimal training, handled computer records 
in most formats, and put client information 
at professionals’ fingertips. Touche Ross’s 
STRATA program used the punch cards  
of the era to store information and aid  
in preparing reports. 

The march of progress continued in 1981, when Touche Ross 

began using Osborne portable microcomputers, allowing auditors 

to serve clients while on the go. The 24-pound Osborne ran with 

64K of RAM and cost about $1,795 ($5,070 today). 

Most computers at the time weren’t nearly so compact. “It took up 

about half the block, and the basement was the computer center,” 

said Richard Dunne of Touche Ross South African member firm 

Goldby, Compton & MacKelvie. “You had to put a mask on to go 

in there and the floors were wooden to prevent static—and of 

course it was air-conditioned. And I think that unwieldy computer 

probably had less memory than my pocket diary.” 

The Osborne microcomputer, introduced in 1981, was advertised  
as portable—in part because all its components were integrated  
into a single piece of hardware—but it weighed about 25 pounds.

Over the next few decades, Deloitte’s technology capabilities 

continued to flourish. “The introduction of the personal computer, 

personal digital assistants, networking, digital tax processing, our 

pioneering of audit platforms: That is the digitization of Deloitte,” 

said Deloitte Global Chief Information Officer Larry Quinlan, who 

joined Touche Ross in 1988. “The fact is, the world has been  

on a digitizing tear for well over 30 years, and it’s not going  

to slow down.”



Tim Haselwood of Touche 
Ross carries the Osborne while 
riding public transit in 1983. 
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A New Paradigm

Accounting practices did not change much in the first half 

of the 20th century. In the mid-1950s, balance sheet audits 

remained the industry standard. However, companies  

had started to computerize their records, eliminating  

the paper trail that accountants had relied upon for more 

than a century. With no clear links between the data  

on the computer and the original documents, and an  

ever-increasing amount of information, a new approach  

was needed.

That approach was statistical sampling, developed in 

the late 1950s and early 1960s at both Touche Ross and 

Haskins & Sells. At Touche Ross, the effort was led by 

Robert Trueblood, who wrote what is likely the first book 

on statistical sampling in accounting and led the first 

professional committee dedicated to the topic. At Haskins 

& Sells, Kenneth Stringer led work on statistical sampling in 

partnership with Princeton University professor Frederick 

Stephen. The two developed the H&S Audit Sampling 

Plan, using the probability-proportional-to-size method. But 

Stringer wasn’t satisfied. In the mid-1960s, he developed a 

regression analysis to improve the audit selection process: 

Statistical Technique for Analytical Review, or STAR.

Still, the question of how to retrieve financial data from 

clients’ computers remained. Stringer set up a task force to 

build a computer program that could read and select the 

specific information that auditors needed. In 1966, Auditape 

Trevor Stewart of Deloitte & Co., center, trains new operators at 
a time-sharing terminal in South Africa in the late 1970s. These 
terminals were used as part of the firm’s Statistical Technique 
for Analytical Review (STAR), a groundbreaking analytical review 
methodology and software pioneered by Stewart.



Growth and Consolidation

The wave of consolidation that built both Deloitte Haskins 

& Sells and Touche Ross in the 1950s and 1960s continued 

into the 1970s. In the UK, Deloitte merged with five firms 

between 1969 and 1974, including Tribe, Clark & Co., 

which was founded in 1780 and is the oldest Deloitte 

predecessor firm. The 1976 acquisition of Revisora Nacional, 

one of Brazil’s largest audit and tax consultants, increased 

Deloitte’s footprint in South America.  

Haskins & Sells absorbed Boston’s Charles F. Rittenhouse 

& Co. in 1967, giving it the first female partner of any 

large accounting firm, Dorothy Willard. It also navigated 

a series of mergers in Canada as well as in Germany, 

where member firm Wollert-Elmendorff joined with 

Süddeutsche Treuhandgesellschaft and Deutsche Industrie-

Treuhandgesellschaft in the 1980s. The formation of the  

“Big 8” accounting firms was capped off by the 1977 Touche 

Ross acquisition of J.K. Lasser & Co., arguably the best-

known tax services firm in the United States and, at the time, 

the largest merger in accounting history.

was born. The program, Stinger said in 1977, “has brought 

about major savings in the time required to do audits and 

other procedures when a considerable amount of client data 

is on computer. . . . Frankly, I don’t know how it would be 

possible to do really efficient audits today if systems such as 

Auditape were not available. The problems would be almost 

overwhelming.”

Like Touche Ross’s STRATA, Auditape proved to be a 

valuable information retrieval tool for Haskins & Sells clients. 

Other digital innovations were also changing the way 

accountants worked. In 1976, the Wang Word Processing 

machine appeared on the market, followed three years later 

by VisiCalc, the first spreadsheet application.

“The big invention during my early years was word 

processing equipment,” said David Cruickshank, who served 

as Deloitte Global chair from 2015 to 2019 but had started 

out as a young tax practitioner at Touche Ross’s Edinburgh 

office. “Those were very exciting, because”—unlike with a 

typewriter—“you could correct a mistake without having to 

have it all retyped again.”

Dorothy Willard became 
Touche Ross’s first female 
partner in the late 1960s. In 
1968, she also became the 
first female president of the 
National Association of State 
Boards of Accountancy.

Digital innovations such as the 

Wang Word Processing machine 

and VisiCalc changed the way 

accountants worked.
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The future Touche Ross was even more active: It followed 

Deloitte into Australia in 1959, and in 1961 set up associated 

firms in Central and South America, Africa, and Europe. The 

firm’s appetite for international presence can be seen in its 

relationship with Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. in Japan. Before 

Tohmatsu was even founded, Touche Ross expressed 

its desire to work with founder Nobuzo Tohmatsu, and a 

correspondence agreement was reached just a month after 

the Japan firm opened for business. 

Touche Ross was also active in the Middle East, joining forces 

with Saba & Co. in 1978, and in India, beginning a relationship 

with Fraser & Ross in 1983. In southern Africa, Touche Ross’s 

affiliates underwent a series of mergers between 1966 and 

1982. In 1974, Touche Ross officially became Touche Ross 

International, formalizing its member firm structure. The 

network of 30 national member firms grew to 54 by 1986.

In spite of this activity, each of the Big 8 firms still had gaps in 

terms of practice areas and geographies. This was particularly 

true of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, which was seventh of the  

Big 8. Touche Ross was the smallest at number eight.

With their growing prominence, these organizations sought 

to reinforce their brand identities. In 1969, Touche Ross 

Bailey & Smart was renamed Touche Ross. Haskins & Sells 

added Deloitte to the front of its name in 1978, 26 years 

after formally merging with that organization. The same year, 

Deloitte Haskins & Sells became the first US accounting firm 

in decades to advertise. Its debut campaign promised to go 

“beyond the bottom line.”

As important as the national mergers were, they paled 

in comparison to global expansion. Deloitte expanded to 

Australia, absorbing two firms there in 1953, and to Japan 

in 1955. Haskins & Sells opened an office in Spain in 1964 

and one in Hong Kong in 1972. It quickly became the largest 

local accounting practice in the city and expanded to China’s 

mainland in 1981, its first office there since 1941. Deloitte 

Haskins & Sells also built up its presence in India, with three 

correspondent relationships on the subcontinent.

Deloitte Haskins & Sells advertisement, 1978.

In 1974, Touche Ross  

officially became Touche  

Ross International, formalizing 

its member firm structure.



Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. and  
the Story of Deloitte in Japan

In 1943, Iwao Tomita graduated from Japan’s 
Naval Paymasters’ Academy. The youngest 
student ever accepted into the program, 
Tomita studied under Nobuzo Tohmatsu, 
who in the final year of World War II would 
be promoted to rear admiral in the Imperial 
Navy. The two men had no way of knowing 
they’d be linked as business partners and 
innovators later in life.

By the late 1960s, Japan was in the midst of an economic 

renaissance. Japanese corporations were emerging as leaders in 

international trade and manufacturing. Japan’s Ministry of Finance 

called for the formation of audit companies (kansa hojin) and 

compulsory membership for every CPA (konin kaikeishi) in the 

Japanese Institute of Certified Public Accountants (JICPA). 

Tohmatsu and Tomita had the discipline and skills the Japanese 

government was looking for: The retired admiral was one of the 

first CPAs in Japan and was elected the first president of the JICPA 

in a landslide. The two formed Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. along with 

prominent CPAs from Nagoya, Kyoto, Fukuoka and Osaka. The firm 

went on to become the largest accounting practice in the country. 

Tohmatsu set a vision from the outset to become a worldwide, 

full-fledged auditing firm and installed a spirit of selflessness and 

serving the greater good throughout the firm.

Tomita recognized that Japanese accounting would remain in 

the shadow of major international firms unless Japan became 

a key player in international auditing. He recruited Japanese 

auditors who worked for global competitors, promising greater 

opportunities for career advancement than the larger firms. 

Tomita also built connections with global firms via cooperative 

agreements, including one with Touche Ross.

“Tomita brought two important elements together,” said John 

Keydel, a senior executive partner at Touche Ross International. 

“One was his focus on gathering an elite group of people who can 

do things others can’t do. The other was his internationalism.”

Tohmatsu, Awoki & Co. became a member firm of Touche Ross 

International in 1975. When Deloitte Haskins & Sells merged with 

Touche Ross in 1989, Tohmatsu joined as an equal partner to form 

Deloitte Touche Ross Tohmatsu International. 

A Japanese newspaper 
announced the formation  
of Tohmatsu & Co.

Iwao Tomita was the chief 
architect behind the formation 
and rise of Deloitte predecessor 
firm Tohmatsu & Co. Under his 
leadership, the firm became 
one of the country’s leading 
accounting firms and built a 
strong international presence.
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The 1989 merger of Deloitte Haskins 
& Sells, Touche Ross and Tohmatsu 
& Co. took place in a period of 
seismic change in the accounting 
and professional services industry.  
The newly formed Deloitte Touche 
Tohmatsu became a major global 
contender starting in the 1990s. 
Left to right: Touche Ross Managing 
Partner Ed Kangas, Chairman Hiroshi 
Kawakita of Tohmatsu & Co., and 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells Chairman 
and Chief Executive Mike Cook, 
who served as chairman of the US 
member firm from 1989 to 1999.

IT BECAME APPARENT THAT DELOITTE 

HASKINS & SELLS AND TOUCHE ROSS 

WERE A NEAR-PERFECT FIT.



Formal talks quickly got under way, and it soon became 

apparent that Deloitte Haskins & Sells and Touche Ross 

were a near-perfect fit. They were roughly the same size 

and complemented each other’s strengths. Deloitte Haskins 

& Sells specialized in financial services, brokerage, and 

mergers and acquisitions. Touche Ross’s practice centered 

on retail, banking, manufacturing and consulting. 

The organizations’ cultures were complementary, as well. 

“Whether it was Touche Ross’s commitment to people and a 

talent agenda, or Deloitte’s culture in client service, when the 

merger occurred, we kept it all and we improved the culture 

of the organization,” said Barry Salzberg, a Deloitte Haskins & 

Sells tax partner and Deloitte Global CEO from 2011 to 2015. 

The deal was announced on July 6, 1989. The US firms 

quickly approved the deal, but others—including those  

in the UK, the Netherlands, Belgium, Austria, Luxembourg  

and Australia—rejected the merger. Deloitte UK instead 

merged with Coopers & Lybrand, which merged with  

Price Waterhouse in 1998.

“We were surprised, disappointed and angered,” said Mike 

Cook, who helped engineer the merger while serving as 

chairman and CEO of Deloitte Haskins & Sells. “We had to put 

those [feelings] aside. We had a real issue to deal with.” The 

newly unified firm merged with the British affiliate of Spicer 

& Oppenheim in 1990. With Spicer & Oppenheim came a 

branch of corporate work that would eventually evolve into 

Deloitte Private.

A patchy international network wasn’t a problem until 

globalization accelerated in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Clients increasingly expected their professional services 

organizations to be able to operate all over the world, 

wherever the work was located. “It became clear to me by 

’84, ’85, ’86 that the time would come when there would 

be a consolidation,” said Ed Kangas, who became Touche 

Ross’s managing partner in 1985. “It would be driven by the 

speed at which industry and the profession globalized.”

Deloitte had nearly taken the plunge with Price Waterhouse 

in 1984, but the merger was called off after the latter firm’s 

British and Australian partners objected. It would take 

another five years for the Big 8 to begin whittling down  

to the Big 5.

In May 1989, rumors circulated of a proposed merger 

between Ernst & Whinney and Arthur Young & Co. Days 

later, while watching his son play lacrosse in New Canaan, 

Connecticut, Kangas noticed that Deloitte Haskins & Sells 

partner Bill Parrett, the father of one of his son’s friends, 

was sitting next to him. “All of a sudden, I realized: Bill’s son 

doesn’t play lacrosse. I said, ‘Why are you here?’ He said, 

‘You know why I’m here.’”
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In spite of the challenges, the merger achieved its aims. 

Deloitte now had the global footprint it needed and a 

comprehensive slate of professional services that would 

transform how it served clients.

The Deloitte & Touche merger and integration coincided 

with the fall of the Iron Curtain. Jubilant crowds demolished 

the Berlin Wall beginning in late 1989, and the Soviet Union 

was officially dissolved on Dec. 26, 1991. Deloitte quickly 

moved into the former Eastern bloc, opening an office in 

Moscow in 1990, a joint venture in Yugoslavia in 1991 and 

a member firm in what is now North Macedonia in 1994. 

German member firm WEDIT established four offices in the 

former East Germany in the 1990s. Deloitte Austria followed 

in 1993. At the same time, it strengthened its ties to China, 

creating the first auditing joint venture by an international 

accounting organization, based in Shanghai. Deloitte also 

worked with the World Bank and the Chinese Ministry of 

Finance to harmonize Chinese accounting systems with 

international practice.

The Berlin Wall fell in 1989. Its fall, along with the dissolution 
of the Soviet Union in 1991, opened up new opportunities  
for Deloitte in Central and Eastern Europe.



In the midst of the tasks that accompany international 

expansion, Deloitte & Touche faced another major 

challenge. Deloitte Haskins & Sells had moved its global 

headquarters out of New York’s World Trade Center in 1987, 

but 1,200 Deloitte people still worked near the top of Tower 1  

when a bomb went off beneath the complex on Feb. 26, 

1993. More than 600 Deloitte staffers had to walk down 

dozens of flights of stairs to escape. All were evacuated 

safely, but the attack hastened the decision to move into 

office quarters elsewhere.

“We might otherwise have stayed until the end of the lease,” 

Cook said, “but the idea of moving back, only to move out 

again, did not make sense.” Eight and a half years later, 

the World Trade Center was destroyed in the September 

11 attacks, in which nearly 3,000 people died. Deloitte staff 

working at the World Financial Center across the street 

survived, but David Suarez, a systems consultant for Deloitte 

Consulting, was working for a client on the 99th floor of 

Tower 1 that morning and was killed.

Deloitte’s name in China is made up of two characters: the first 
means “integrity,” and the second means “diligence.”  

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu held a founding ceremony in 1994 
to celebrate the organization’s expansion into modern-day 
North Macedonia.
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Deloitte’s audit practice also grew in the years after the 

merger, demonstrating the strength of the organization’s 

multidisciplinary business model. But there were challenges: 

The savings & loan crisis of the late 1980s had led to scrutiny 

of accountants’ independence from their consulting business, 

while the consulting practice found it more and more difficult 

to serve increasingly globalized clients, bearing in mind the 

liability risks for auditing firms.

The solution was an operational separation. While Deloitte 

& Touche would continue to own 80 percent of the division, 

Deloitte Consulting would function separately, giving 

consulting the freedom to build a unified global business.  

It also helped allay concerns about the independence  

of the auditing business.

Braxton, Andersen and  
Building One Deloitte

Following the 1989 merger, Deloitte continued to build on 

its strengths, particularly in consulting. The need for expert 

advice and assistance was unrelenting as companies sought 

to cope with the changes generated by computerization, 

globalization and the shift from manufacturing to services. 

Under Ed Kangas, who became head of the Touche Ross 

national practice in 1981, the consulting business grew 

fourfold and made several key acquisitions: Gar Industries in 

1983; leading independent management consulting Braxton 

Inc. in 1984; and International Consulting Services in 1996.

For its part, Deloitte Haskins & Sells had been the leading 

mergers and acquisitions adviser in the 1980s and worked 

on Kohlberg Kravis Roberts’ 1989 deal for RJR Nabisco, 

then the largest ever at $25 billion. Emerson’s Professional 

Services Review noted, “when it comes to acquisition 

services, no one rivals the Deloitte & Touche infrastructure, 

commitment, or reputation.”

The coming of the new millennium brought worldwide 

concern over the ability of computer software and chips to 

properly function when they made the transition from 1999 

to 2000.  Deloitte helped businesses and governments race 

against the clock to ensure their systems were prepared  

for the change. “Y2K, ERP and re-engineering were crazy,”  

a young consulting partner said. “We really didn’t know what 

was going to happen, and it was an amazing opportunity  

to help clients address an impending issue.”

Deloitte’s audit practice grew 
in the years after the merger, 
demonstrating the strength of the 
organization’s multidisciplinary 
business model.



On paper, the solution worked brilliantly. Management 

consulting expanded rapidly as professionals were able 

to more nimbly serve clients worldwide, driving Deloitte’s 

growth as a whole. As the fastest-growing large professional 

services organization based on total revenue, Deloitte rose 

from No. 4 of the Big 5 in 1997 to No. 2 in 2000.

In spite of Deloitte’s climb to the top, the early 2000s 

were clouded by the bursting of the dot-com bubble, the 

September 11 attacks and the collapse of Enron in the midst 

of an accounting scandal. That company’s auditor, Arthur 

President Bill Clinton discusses concerns about the “millennium 
bug,” or Y2K. Deloitte helped clients prepare for potential Y2K 
systems issues.  

Andersen, took much of the public blame. In June 2002, 

the firm was convicted of obstructing an official proceeding 

of the Securities and Exchange Commission. While the 

Supreme Court would unanimously overturn that verdict 

three years later, the conviction was a death sentence for 

the 91-year-old Big 5 firm, which gave up its CPA license  

two months later.
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Many former Arthur Andersen practices decided to combine 

with Deloitte, in Spain, Belgium, Portugal, the Nordics, the 

US and the UK, among other geographies. This bold move 

further propelled Deloitte to leadership positions in several 

geographies—in particular, in Spain, Belgium, Portugal and 

the UK. 

In the aftermath of the Enron collapse, Deloitte moved 

forward with plans to sell its consulting business. Two 

of the other Big 4 professional services organizations, 

Ernst & Young and KPMG, had already done so. 

PricewaterhouseCoopers was preparing to join them. 

But the recession and a weakened market for consulting 

services made a sale much less attractive. Reasonable 

financing for the separation was proving difficult to obtain. 

Still, things proceeded far enough that the consulting 

business printed up stationery and a range of other items 

branded with the new business’s name: Braxton.

The problems proved intractable, and Deloitte called off 

the sale in April 2003. It was a bitter pill for the would-be 

Braxton partners. Reintegration proved to be a challenge, 

but one that would be of lasting importance to Deloitte in 

more ways than one.

“There’s no way they would have been able to come 

back and say, ‘We’re just going to be Deloitte & Touche,’” 

said Suzanne Gylfe, managing director of US brand and 

marketing. Instead, the organization took the opportunity to 

realign under a single brand: Deloitte, the name in longest 

As its 100-year anniversary approached, Deloitte 
Norway highlighted “Verdien av Tillit,” or the “Value 
of Trust” in a 2015 publication. Trust is particularly 
important for Deloitte Norway—the Bergens 
Revisionsinstitut called itself the tillitsselskapet,  
or “company of trust.”



SHARED VALUE

Serve with Integrity
Deloitte was an active participant in the 
process that produced policy changes 
affecting corporate governance and 
auditing in the early 2000s.

The Power of Integrity:  
Earning Clients’ Trust  
Since 1845

Throughout the world, Deloitte and its 
predecessor firms have been instrumental 
in establishing the standards that safeguard 
the profession’s trustworthiness. Central 
to the Deloitte approach is the recognition 
that the ultimate “clients” for auditing 
services are the investors and other 
stakeholders whose interests are affected 
by the organization being audited.

Deloitte’s predecessor firm in Norway, the Bergens 

Revisionsinstitut, went so far as to call itself the tillitsselskapet—

“the company of trust.”  In the midst of the challenges facing the 

accounting profession during the Third Industrial Revolution, the 

Deloitte perspective and example were important factors when 

it came time to revisit and reform the rules and institutions that 

constitute the policy framework applicable to auditing.

After the Enron collapse, discussion and debate arose over 

reforming the rules pertaining to corporate governance, 

including aspects of auditing. In 2002, the US Congress 

responded by passing the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which defined 

new responsibilities for corporate boards, executives and 

auditors aimed at promoting trust in the reliability of financial 

statements. Furthermore, the new law transferred oversight of 

public company auditing from the AICPA to a new, independent 

regulatory body.

As a leader in the profession and in the AICPA oversight program, 

the US Deloitte firm participated in the process that produced 

the new legislation, and in the proceedings relating to its 

implementation. The policies the Sarbanes-Oxley Act introduced 

had a major influence on regulatory policies in countries around 

the world over the balance of the decade.

“I was always very impressed with Deloitte’s activities as part of 

the profession,” said Consuelo Hitchcock, a Deloitte US principal 

in Regulatory & Public Policy. Hitchcock was so impressed, in fact, 

that she joined Deloitte’s Regulatory Affairs group in 2006.

In 2007, Deloitte helped create the US Center for Audit Quality, 

a group dedicated to upholding high standards for auditors. 

Deloitte remains an active participant in the group, which is 

affiliated with the AICPA—itself co-founded by Deloitte pioneer 

Charles Waldo Haskins in 1887. 

The integrity and objectivity that define Deloitte’s auditing 

practice have had a positive impact on other Deloitte businesses. 

The Deloitte Global Principles of Business Conduct are the  

formal expression of these standards, based on “our core belief  

that, at Deloitte, ethics and integrity are fundamental and  

not negotiable.”
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The strength of Deloitte’s culture and its uniquely 

multidisciplinary capabilities would be put to the test just 

a few years later. In 2007, defaults in the US subprime 

mortgage market soared. The following year, Lehman 

Brothers collapsed, triggering the global financial crisis.

“Deloitte’s strategy and operations business basically vanished 

overnight,” said Renjen, who had just been elected CEO of 

the US consulting practice. “It was a very difficult time.”

To meet the challenges of the global downturn and 

regulatory revolution that followed, Deloitte drew on its long 

history and strong culture. “We retool[ed] people into other 

areas,” said Barry Salzberg, who was CEO of Deloitte & 

Touche US during the crisis. “We know how to do this. When 

you look at our culture and our people, go back to the days 

of the railroad. We were able to adapt. We were able to look 

at the market and make sure that we can be what the market 

needs us to be with quality and resources. We’re just  

good at it.” 

In the years after the global financial crisis, Deloitte would 

have ample opportunity to prove just how good, as the 

Fourth Industrial Revolution dawned.

continuous usage in accounting. “We needed to come 

together and be Deloitte. We were now emerging stronger 

as one Deloitte.” To punctuate that point, the organization’s 

new logo would end in an iconic green dot. The green dot 

quickly became a symbol of a global organization with an 

increasingly unified culture.

The distinctive features of Deloitte’s culture had already 

become apparent during the work on the Braxton spinoff. 

When meeting with potential buyers for Deloitte Consulting, 

Doug McCracken was struck by the differences between 

them and Deloitte. “I remember asking [an executive] of one 

of the big technology firms, ‘What’s the most important thing 

that a partner or employee has to accomplish?’ He said, 

‘Make their sales quota.’ The first thought in my mind was, 

‘Make sure you do what’s right for your clients.’ Our culture 

was very, very different. We would have to change a lot to 

live and succeed and thrive in that environment.”

Deloitte also continued to invest in its consulting 

arm, acquiring Solbourne Computer Inc. in 2008 and 

BearingPoint’s North American public services practice in 

2009. In the end, the decision against spinning off Braxton 

would be one of the best things to happen to Deloitte.

“Many of our professional services competitors have tried 

to rebuild their consultative practices,” said Punit Renjen. 

“It’s very difficult to do. And so in hindsight, keeping the 

consulting practice was a good and very brave decision.



The Green Dot

The Green Dot at the end of Deloitte’s 
logo is an instantly recognizable symbol 
of Deloitte. But would it be such a beloved 
feature if it had been a different color?

After Deloitte decided not to sell its management consulting 

business in 2003, the organization felt a new, unified brand 

identity would help bring the different practices together. At the 

time, two trends dominated branding. The first was acronyms. 

Three of the Big 4 professional services organizations used an 

acronym, as did several other competitors. The second was to go 

short, as when Federal Express became FedEx.

Deloitte took a different direction. “The real equity was in the 

root of ‘Deloitte,’” said Suzanne Gylfe, managing director of US 

brand and marketing. “We needed to just come together and be 

Deloitte. . . . We were emerging stronger as one Deloitte.”

It was determined that the new logo would be a wordmark, but 

it needed something more. Deloitte’s advertising firm proposed 

moving the dot over the “i” to the end of word. This left the “i” 

without its tittle, an important part of the letter’s glyph. In the 

end, Deloitte Global CEO Bill Parrett insisted that the tittle was 

necessary. “We’re accountants,” he said. “We need to cross our t’s 

and dot our i’s.” The “i” got its dot back, in the form of a square.

The original design had a fuchsia dot at the end of a blue 

“Deloitte.” The team tried a number of options, including yellow, 

orange and “light bronze.” But the only color that really worked 

was green. (The text of “Deloitte” was later changed to black.)

Initially, there was some concern that the Green Dot was too 

unusual and perhaps a bit silly—that it had too much personality. 

Some said they were reluctant to give out business cards with 

the Green Dot on them. But over time, the iconic symbol became 

embedded in Deloitte’s thinking, used as a byword for initiatives 

that span Deloitte and providing the basis for Deloitte’s visual 

identity: a look that is distinctive, consistent and a 360-degree 

representation of Deloitte’s highly connected offer. 

“If we told people we were getting rid of the Green Dot, they  

would probably cry,” Gylfe said. “It’s that embedded in the culture.” 

Today, the Green Dot is an icon that represents 
Deloitte’s unified culture. 
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THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION4
A smart vision EQ fortwo self-driving 
city car at the Geneva International 
Motor Show in 2018. Autonomous 
vehicles are among the advances that 
are disrupting the world—and creating 
new opportunities for Deloitte to help 
clients adapt to changing realities.

Each industrial revolution has introduced technologies and 
processes that transform economies and society. Each has 
built on the innovations of the past. Each has ushered in 
a new version of globalization. And in each, Deloitte has 
played a crucial role.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is moving much faster than its predecessors, 

evolving in an exponential, rather than linear, way. The hallmark technologies 

of Industry 4.0—artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, advanced robotics, 

sensors, drones, autonomous vehicles, 3D printing, cloud and quantum 

computing, nanotechnology, and blockchain, among others—are all in their 

early stages, but their impact has already been profound, allowing people and 

organizations to quickly capture data in the physical world, analyze it digitally and 

use it to drive informed action back in the physical world, creating a physical-to-

digital-to-physical loop powering further and faster innovation.
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The decentralized nature of today’s innovations is driving 

a different type of globalization. While past industrial 

revolutions advanced global trade through steamships, 

railroads and distributed manufacturing, today’s 

globalization is less about the movement of people and 

goods and more about digitally enabled services.

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is producing exciting 

innovations at an unprecedented rate. By 2025, experts 

expect to see the first robotic pharmacist, the first 3D-printed 

car in production and the first 3D-printed liver for human 

transplantation. Driverless cars could make up 10 percent of 

the vehicles on US roads, 3D-printed products may comprise 

5 percent of consumer goods, and artificial intelligence will 

be integrated into a range of corporate functions.

Consider the telephone: It took 75 years for 100 million 

people to have access to one. Now, experts expect 90 

percent of the world’s population—nearly 7 billion people—

to be using smartphones within five years. The entire mobile 

app industry didn’t exist in 2007. Now, it’s larger than the 

film industry, and a single app can draw as many users in a 

month as phones did in their first three-quarters of a century. 

Smart devices have disrupted more than just the phone 

industry. Consider ride-sharing and car-sharing services and 

their impact on taxis, public transit and car ownership.

Technology has transformed how the world does business. 

“Facebook, the world’s most popular media owner, creates 

no content,” notes World Economic Forum founder Klaus 

Schwab. “Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no 

inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation 

provider, owns no real estate.”

Nearly half of US jobs are at risk over the next couple of 
decades, and more than half of the world’s workforce will 
require new training and skill sets, but many experts expect 
these new industries to create enough new jobs to more 
than replace those lost to automation.



The employment impact of these developments remains 

unclear. While nearly half of US jobs are at risk over the 

next couple of decades, and more than half of the world’s 

workforce will require new training and skill sets, many 

experts expect these new industries to create enough 

new jobs to more than replace those lost to automation. 

Indeed, it’s estimated that two-thirds of children entering 

primary school today are preparing for jobs that don’t yet 

exist. And the generations preceding them, millennials and 

Generation Z, are already transforming the business world, 

taking a stand on climate change and other societal issues 

and inspiring employers to change their business models 

accordingly.

With blockchain labs across the world, the Rubix blockchain 
service and other major investments in emerging technology, 
Deloitte is carrying its legacy of technological innovation forward 
into the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Deloitte is working to help businesses and society navigate 

this transition by offering professional services that harness 

new technologies and prepare for the future of work, major 

investments in training and continuing education for its 

professionals, and projects to help people and communities 

at risk of being left out or left behind by the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. Dramatic changes in the workplace and  

rapidly accelerating innovation have thrust Deloitte into  

a renaissance of its own, where need and opportunity  

meet to shape the Deloitte of the future.
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Deloitte US took a leadership role in the sustainability 

services sector, acquiring ClearCarbon Consulting and 

DOMANI Sustainability Consulting in 2010, five years before 

the United Nations adopted its Sustainable Development 

Goals. In 2011, Deloitte US added data warehousing and 

clinical intelligence tool provider Recombinant Data to its  

life sciences and health care practice.

The following year, Deloitte US expanded its unique digital 

and creative consulting business, Deloitte Digital, with the 

acquisition of mobile advertising agency Übermind. Deloitte 

Digital helps companies adopt a human-first philosophy in 

their digital environments, applying the new capabilities of 

technology in ways that enable them to align with the values 

and needs of their customers, workforce, and business 

partners. From its start in Australia, the business has 

expanded with 10 additional Deloitte acquisitions, including 

Banyan Branch in 2013 and Heat in 2016. Deloitte now has 

Deloitte Digital studios in 29 countries.

Deloitte strengthened its consulting capabilities with the 

2013 deal for pioneering strategy consultancy Monitor, 

founded in 1983 by Michael Porter—the most cited business 

scholar and one of the most influential thinkers in business 

and government.

In 2014, Deloitte made its first foray into blockchain with 

Rubix, offering advisory services and distributed applications 

for clients, followed by establishment of its first blockchain 

labs in Dublin and New York.  Deloitte’s advisory practices 

Ready for the Fourth

Between 2015 and 2020, Deloitte invested more than  

$1.5 billion to drive improved audit quality globally, funding  

projects that included the development of the Deloitte 

Omnia cloud-based platform. This and other digital tools 

make it possible for Deloitte to use advanced technologies 

to accomplish routine tasks more rapidly, collect and analyze 

ever-greater volumes of data, and generate insights to 

support the kinds of judgments human auditors are best 

equipped to handle. The result is that Deloitte has become 

the No. 1 organization in audit quality.

“If AI is going to transform 
business as significantly as 
electrification of our world did, 
think about what that’s going 
to do to the professional 
services market.”

JIM QUIGLEY
GLOBAL CEO, 2007–2011



As Deloitte enters the 2020s, its projects offer exciting 

prospects for what comes next. Deloitte Tax uses TradeChain, 

a blockchain technology, to improve decision-making and 

outcomes in intercompany agreements. Patient Connect and 

DeloitteASSIST, platforms developed by Deloitte member firm 

Consulting practices and Deloitte Australia, respectively, use 

cloud software to improve communication among doctors, 

nurses and patients. Deloitte Cyber Intelligence Centers 

in this area have expanded as companies find that skilled 

advice is essential for dealing with blockchain applications 

that are growing in scope, scale and complexity. Deloitte 

professionals are also addressing the new accounting 

and auditing questions that arise as traditional companies 

employ blockchain technology.

“If AI is going to transform business as significantly as 

electrification of our world did, think about what that’s going 

to do to the professional services market,” said Jim Quigley, 

CEO, Deloitte Global from 2007 to 2011. “You better be 

ready. You better be transforming your own business model 

and your ability to help clients address those kinds  

of changes.”

SHARED VALUE

Lead the Way
Deloitte’s efforts to build a more 
sustainable world reflect a deeply 
rooted desire to contribute to social 
and economic progress.

The UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals are 
designed to strengthen People, 
Planet, Prosperity, Peace, and 
Partnership globally by 2030. As 
a founding member of the United 
Nations Global Compact, Deloitte 
works with other organizations, 
labor organizations and UN 
agencies on social impact 
initiatives including anti-
corruption, human rights, labor 
and environmental protection. 
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offer clients customizable, around-the-clock services that allow 

clients to get ahead of, diagnose and repair cybersecurity 

threats. Exponential Actuary is a set of solutions that empower 

actuaries to focus on activities that cannot be done by 

machines. Deloitte Catalyst cultivates innovation in startups, 

long-established companies and governments via a suite  

of digital services. 

“Technology is a unifying force across all Deloitte businesses,” 

said David Cruickshank, Chair, Deloitte Global Board of 

Directors, 2015–2019. “Whether it’s audit with AI machine 

learning, whether it’s tax with data analysis and common 

platforms . . . consulting where technology is embedded, 

right through to financial advisory, I can’t think of any of 

Deloitte business where technology isn’t a key factor for the 

development of the practice to the next stage.” This revolution 

has equipped Deloitte to better and more nimbly serve long-

standing client needs while also giving the organization  

the expertise to assist clients in their own digital 

transformations.

“I can’t think of any Deloitte 
business where technology  
isn’t a key factor for the 
development of the practice  
to the next stage.”

DAVID CRUICKSHANK
CHAIR, DELOITTE GLOBAL  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 2015–2019

Deloitte professionals collaborate to serve clients around 
the world, across disciplines but with a singular Purpose: 
to make an impact that matters.

Deloitte Capabilities and the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution

Over the years, three businesses have 
played an increasingly important role: 
Tax & Legal, Financial Advisory, and 
Risk Advisory. And with the emergence 
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, 
responding to the unique needs of 
clients in different industries has 
become ever more important. Today, 
Deloitte can boast a strong portfolio 
of five world-class businesses serving 
clients in six major industries with 
differentiated, innovative and high- 
value services, delivered globally with  
a single, consistent client experience.



Risk Advisory
Risk Advisory helps clients cope with threats to their strategy 

and reputation, adapt to the ever-changing global regulatory 

environment, avoid operational lapses that jeopardize business 

performance, and improve their financial transparency, 

compliance and integrity. Cybersecurity is a key component: 

Deloitte professionals in this area work with companies, 

governments, and other entities to define strategies to meet 

security priorities, establish effective controls around sensitive 

assets, and detect and manage cyber threats. Deloitte member 

firms operate a global network of 30 Cyber Intelligence Centers 

that provide customizable security solutions. These include 

advanced security event monitoring, threat analytics, cyberthreat 

intelligence and management, and incident response.

Industries
The changes wrought by the Fourth Industrial Revolution 

have different effects on different segments of the economy, 

requiring clients to develop responses that reflect the specific 

implications for their customers, products and services, business 

processes, compliance obligations, and human resources. Six 

global programs ensure that Deloitte services and solutions 

reflect leading-edge insights into the evolving dynamics within six 

major industries: Consumer; Energy, Resources, and Industrials; 

Financial Services; Government & Public Services; Life Sciences & 

Health Care; and Technology, Media, and Telecommunications. 

Deloitte’s current span of activity in geographic markets, 

businesses and industries goes far beyond what William Welch 

Deloitte could have imagined when he founded his firm during 

the First Industrial Revolution. But this expanded scope and scale 

exhibits a purposeful continuity with Deloitte’s vision by keeping 

pace with growing and changing needs, helping clients play 

their part in making a better world by harnessing the possibilities 

inherent in new technologies, business models, and societal 

aspirations.

Tax and Legal
Finding effective solutions to 21st century tax and legal issues 

requires combining multidisciplinary and geographic perspectives 

with rapidly advancing digital technologies. Deloitte’s Tax and 

Legal business assists clients in developing tax strategies and 

ensuring compliance by bringing to bear Deloitte’s broad range 

of professional and technology expertise along with a deep 

understanding of markets and industries in different jurisdictions. 

Furthermore, Tax and Legal professionals assist clients with the 

automation of key tax and legal processes while also helping 

them extract insights from their data. By providing innovative, 

technology-enabled, integrated services, the Tax and Legal business 

helps clients unlock possibilities and navigate challenges in a 

complex global environment.

Financial Advisory
The Financial Advisory business includes mergers and acquisitions, 

restructuring, and forensic services. M&A professionals assist 

corporations and private equity investors pursuing combinations 

and divestitures throughout the transaction life cycle. Restructuring 

services include reorganization, turnaround and implementation 

assistance for underperforming and financially distressed 

businesses, as well as their stakeholders and advisers. Deloitte 

Forensic connects technical and industry specialists with cutting-

edge analytics and technology. Deloitte professionals in Forensic 

assist clients with business crises, investigations, litigation and 

disputes. The objective of all Financial Advisory services is to help 

companies manage major transactions and business events through 

end-to-end solutions that deliver short- and long-term value.
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A Global Organization

In addition to radical changes in technology and the talent 

landscape, Industry 4.0 has produced unprecedented 

connectivity. Yet by the second decade of the 21st century, 

there were cross currents—changing policies on trade, 

investment and immigration that made doing business across 

borders more complicated. Deloitte embarked on a strategy 

to globalize the organization from member firm combinations 

to global infrastructure, while retaining the close connection 

with local markets that has always been key to Deloitte’s 

success.

“Clients expect consistent, high-quality service wherever 

they operate,” Renjen said. “The strategy that we came up 

with was to grow the top and bottom line at rates that are 

unprecedented, while we transform ourselves and protect 

and enhance the brand.”

A New Leader for a Global  
Industrial Revolution

In the midst of the changes and challenges of the Fourth 

Industrial Revolution, Punit Renjen became the CEO of 

Deloitte Global in June 2015, the first person of color and 

immigrant to the US to lead a Big 4 firm. Renjen had joined 

the consulting practice at Touche Ross in 1987 and helped 

lead and build out Deloitte’s mergers and acquisitions 

capability. He eventually served as CEO of the US consulting 

business and chairman of the US member firm before being 

elected Deloitte Global CEO. Alongside Renjen, David 

Cruickshank was selected to chair the global board.

In 2015, the Global Executive launched a plan to ensure 
member firms could seamlessly serve clients as part of 
a unified global organization and infrastructure.

SHARED VALUE

Collaborate for  
Measurable Impact
Deloitte’s transformation creates a global 
organization of member firms that is 
stronger, more streamlined, and better able 
to link global expertise and resources with 
detailed knowledge of local needs. 
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In the Americas, consolidation began even earlier among 

Touche Ross’s Latin American firms as well as within its 

Caribbean organization in 1976. In 1997, Deloitte & Touche 

Central America was created. Likewise, the Deloitte 

Bermuda and Deloitte Caribbean member firms began 

discussions about forming their own cluster in 2004, 

eventually becoming Deloitte CBC in 2006 and fully 

integrating in 2014. 

In 2016, the pace and magnitude of the combinations 

increased. Eight member firms joined forces as Deloitte 

North West Europe (UK/Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden, 

Norway, Finland, Iceland, Belgium and the Netherlands), 

now known as Deloitte North and South Europe with the 

inclusion of Deloitte Central Mediterranean (Italy, Greece, 

Malta) and Ireland. The bold leadership of partners in these 

firms—such as David Sproul, Piet Vandendriessche, Anders 

“The strategy was to globalize our businesses and 

infrastructure and combine member firms to become more 

focused and consistent on a worldwide basis,” he said.  

“We employed a sprint mentality—the core team didn’t take a 

vacation from March all the way to mid-November. We worked 

on a seven-day, 24-hour cycle to try to define plans and action 

steps, so we could get some of these things implemented, 

build momentum, and build a narrative that would allow us  

to unleash what was possible.”

Creating fewer, stronger, more globally consistent Deloitte 

firms was a key part of the new strategy. Steps in this  

direction had already been taken, particularly in Asia and  

Latin America. In 2003, the Deloitte organization made its 

largest-ever investment in a single marketplace, committing 

$150 million to expansion in China. In 2007, Deloitte  

Southeast Asia was formed. 

Deloitte Asia Pacific CEO Cindy 
Hook (left), Chief Talent Officer 
Elizabeth Faber (middle) and 
Financial Advisory leader Jiak 
See Ng (right). Deloitte Asia 
Pacific formed in 2018, bringing 
together 2,900 member firm 
partners and 48,000 other 
professional staff. 
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Deloitte announced its Tilt to Asia initiative in 2018, 
setting off a period of investments in the region 
with the goal of becoming the leading professional 
services organization in the Asia Pacific region. Deloitte 
celebrated 100 years in China in 2017, capping it off with 
a light show display in Shanghai (next page), New York, 
Beijing, Chongqing, Shenzhen and Guangzhou. Tilt to 
Asia is helping Deloitte build on its already illustrious 
history in Asia to ensure its position as the continent’s 
leading professional services organization. 

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE  

FUTURE IS IN ASIA.

IWAO TOMITA 
FOUNDER, TOHMATSU AWOKI & CO.
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Dons, Aase-Aamdal Lundgaard, Jan Berntsson, Peter 

Bommel, Tomi Pitkanen, Enrico Cai and countless others—

accelerated the move to member firm combinations. This 

was followed by the formation of Deloitte Central Europe 

GmbH, serving 59 percent of Europe. The Americas member 

firm combination entailed the creation of Deloitte S-LATAM, 

comprising all Spanish-speaking countries south of the 

US border, the combination of Deloitte Canada with Chile, 

and Deloitte US coming together with Israel. And in Africa, 

several member firms combined with South Africa to form 

one firm.

Deloitte Asia Pacific was launched in 2018, a regional 

grouping that brought together Deloitte Southeast Asia with 

firms in Japan, Australia, China, New Zealand, Taiwan, and 

Korea, and is slated to encompass more firms in the region.

Deloitte Middle East joined forces with Deloitte North 

South Europe and added more than 4.550 professionals 

in 2020, bringing its total head count to approximately 

50,000. “In Deloitte Middle East, we have over 80 different 

nationalities,” said Richard Houston, CEO of Deloitte NSE. 

“That is a spectrum of almost half the nationalities in the 

world. It evokes the culture of inclusiveness and tolerance 

and the ability to work with people who come from different 

backgrounds, different countries [and] different societies.”

The same could be said of the Deloitte organization. Deloitte 

went from 71 members firms in 2015 to 14 in 2020 and is on 

its way to a handful of member firms—a major transformation 

in itself.
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To that end, the China Services Group was established, 

modeled after the long-standing Japan Services Desk, which 

works with Japanese firms doing business abroad. Major 

investments are also being made in technology services, 

which enhance Deloitte’s ability to serve multinational 

corporations in the region. In the midst of this expansion, 

Deloitte University (DU) opened its fifth global campus in 

Singapore in 2016.

“We have an opportunity to increase our scale in this market 

while enhancing our capabilities to serve clients,” Deloitte 

Asia Pacific CEO Cindy Hook said. “The investments we 

are making will allow us to better serve the needs of clients 

operating in a more globally connected way than ever 

before and continue our relentless focus on quality.”

This focus on quality led Deloitte US to launch an office in 

India (USI) in 2001 to leverage the enormous pool of talent 

in the world’s second-largest country. Beginning with fewer 

than 100 tax and consulting professionals in Hyderabad, USI 

has grown to include more than 40,000 people working on 

four campuses. In 2020, Deloitte announced it would create 

thousands more new jobs in the country over three years, 

more than doubling the head count in India and boosting 

global head count by nearly 25 percent. It is an important 

demonstration of Deloitte’s commitment to a Tilt to Asia.

Tilt to Asia

Deloitte is committed to increasing its capabilities in 

a region that is home to six of the 10 fastest-growing 

economies in the world. “It is clear that the future is in Asia,” 

Tohmatsu Awoki & Co. founder Iwao Tomita wrote for a 

commencement address delivered by his grandson shortly 

after his death in 2011. Five of the world’s six top innovation 

clusters are in Asia, as well as more than 40 percent of the 

world’s largest companies.

To meet the growing need for professional services in Asia, 

Deloitte followed the 2003 investment of $150 million in 

China with a further commitment of $160 million several 

years later. In 2005, Deloitte China merged with two  

leading mainland Chinese accounting firms, and in 2013,  

the member firm there became a People’s Republic of  

China local entity.

In 2018, Deloitte announced the Tilt to Asia strategic 

initiative, aiming to further advance its capabilities in the 

region and better serve clients not only in Asia Pacific 

but globally. Achieving that goal involves a significant 

investment, not only to benefit clients operating in Asia 

Pacific but also to support Asia Pacific clients doing  

business outside of the region and non-Asia-based  

clients doing business there.



Ecosystems and Alliances

Deloitte has formed ecosystems and alliances 
with companies that are shaping new markets 
and building new business models in the 
Fourth Industrial Revolution. Deloitte has 
worked with SAP on digital transformation, 
with Amazon Web Services to accelerate the 
adoption of cloud technologies, and with 
Google on cloud transformation and security. 

Deloitte also works with Apple to help companies make better use 

of the iOS platform in the workplace. Its dedicated Apple practices 

include 5,000 strategic advisers globally.

Collaborating with industry leaders in this way isn’t new for Deloitte. 

“We’ve actually been doing this for decades,” said Michael Bondar, 

Principal, Deloitte Consulting LLP. “Early in my career, I spent a  

lot of time implementing Oracle ERP solutions for our clients. Then 

and now, as a system integrator, we worked with our ecosystem 

partners to bring their software to our clients. We combined our 

alliance partners’ products with Deloitte’s industry knowledge, 

business process specialization and implementation services  

to bring value to our clients in the most effective way.”

The newer alliances go deeper, with Deloitte using 

its knowledge of client needs to help those 

alliance entities build the solutions clients seek. 

Much of that work comes from Deloitte Digital 

practices, which have worked with Adobe on 

sales and user loyalty, GE to accelerate digital 

core transformations, and Medallia to help 

companies leverage real-time feedback.

Deloitte Digital guides businesses as they embrace digital 
environments. Here, a Deloitte Digital team in Germany 
experiments with VR technology.

SHARED VALUE

Collaborate for Measurable Impact
Deloitte approaches its work with a collaborative mindset, teaming 
across businesses, industries, geographies and skill sets to 
consistently deliver tangible, measurable, attributable impact.  
As the world becomes increasingly complex, remaining on the 
leading edge will demand drawing on a range of skills and 
perspectives both within and outside of Deloitte.

“Deloitte Digital at its inception was an ecosystem play,”  

said Steve Hatfield, the global leader of Future of Work.  

“The ecosystems we’ve created contain a variety of startups  

and different players, gig workers and so forth. They have a  

range of skills and offerings that complement ours, and we can 

access the specific capability we need when we need it.”
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Joe Ucuzoglu (left) and 
Richard Houston (right) at 
the 2019 World Meeting  
in Singapore.
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“As professionals, it’s up to us to help create that next 

generation of leaders,” said Joe Ucuzoglu, CEO of Deloitte 

US. “I believe that’s something that’s embedded in the 

culture at Deloitte, that we want to help each other find that 

next opportunity.” 

Deloitte is also helping clients do the same through its 

Future of Work practices. Deloitte analyzes workplace and 

talent trends to assist companies in transitioning to a more 

flexible and dynamic employment space. “The future of 

work trendline says that the workplace needs to become 

a destination and also engender a community,” said Steve 

Hatfield. Even as telecommuting and other factors, including 

onsite client service, decentralize work itself, the future of 

work nonetheless includes labs and collaboration space—

“because agile teams are the future,” Hatfield added.

Deloitte Netherlands’s new office in Amsterdam, The Edge, 

is a case in point. The 2,500 professionals based there 

share just 1,000 desks, encouraging collaboration and 

interaction. The building—one of the greenest in the world—

is equipped with nearly 30,000 sensors linked to a mobile 

app, just one of the roughly 75 custom apps on more than 

100,000 devices used by Deloitte professionals globally. 

Human Capital and  
the Future of Work

Investments in technology, globalization and capabilities  

are only part of the story. In the Fourth Industrial Revolution, 

it is equally important—if not more so—to develop and  

invest in people.

“The idea of people and machines working together is so 

important fundamentally to the future of work, and even 

more so at this time, because what we all bring to the 

table—our humanity, authenticity, and ability to understand 

and interpret—I don’t believe will ever be replaced by 

machines,” said Deloitte US Board Chair Janet Foutty.  

“It’s how we collaborate that is really going to change  

the conversation and expand innovation.”

As the leading professional services organization globally, 

Deloitte has designed a talent strategy to attract and 

retain the world’s brightest people through programs and 

processes that advance inclusivity, diversity, flexibility,  

work-life balance, and well-being in all its forms. Deloitte 

provides its professionals with opportunities to do 

meaningful work, as well as to grow, learn and lead  

at every stage of their careers.

Additionally, Deloitte combines common core curricula 

globally through innovative learning facilities such as 

Deloitte University and technology to provide people with 

consistent and relevant leadership, professional, industry, 

and technical capabilities.



Deloitte has published significant thought leadership 
devoted to the Future of Work to help navigate the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.

Deloitte puts the future of work into practice in its new  

offices around the world. The Amsterdam building containing 

Deloitte Netherlands’s offices and Deloitte US offices in New 

York are among those that include Deloitte Greenhouses, 

cutting-edge workspaces designed to tackle clients’ most 

complex problems.

The exteriors of Deloitte’s offices also show how the nature 

of work has changed. Viewed straight on, the Barcode 

Project high-rise towers in Oslo resemble a Universal  

Product Code. But one tower stands out, a striking white 

building with geometric windows designed by the famed 

architectural firm Snøhetta: the Deloittehuset, which  

has been the home of Deloitte Norway since 2013.
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Deloitte is a prominent feature in the skylines of cities 
across the world, with state-of-the-art architectural design 
and distinctive future-focused collaborative workspaces. 

The Bahrain high-rise 
that houses Deloitte 
Middle East offices. The Deloittehuset, Deloitte 

Norway’s headquarters in 
Oslo’s Opera Quarter.

Deloitte’s Workplaces of 
Today and Tomorrow



Deloitte Netherlands’s 
offices in Amsterdam are 
housed in The Edge, one 
of the greenest buildings 
in the world.

The twin 
Deloitte USI 

offices in 
Hyderabad, 

India.

Deloitte Canada 
offices in Toronto.
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Deloitte Greenhouses are cutting-edge 
spaces around the world for professionals 

to help clients tackle complex issues going 
beyond traditional problem-solving methods.

Deloitte Greenhouses



Deloitte University

The Fourth Industrial Revolution has created a great need for  
in-house training and professional development as well as a  
unified, consistent global culture. Deloitte University has satisfied 
both needs. Former Deloitte Global CEO Barry Salzberg recalled  
that Deloitte’s younger professionals wanted a physical location,  
not online classes, where they could gain leadership training:  
“We need that [physical] presence; we need that connection to . . . 
each other.”

Still, when it was proposed in 2006, it was not universally 

embraced. Many preferred to invest in online training, which 

seemed more flexible and cost-effective. But leaders believed in 

the project and lobbied the partners, who finally approved the 

construction of the first DU facility in Westlake, Texas, in 2007. 

It was completed in October 2011 and quickly won over the 

skeptics. To fulfill Deloitte’s promise to develop leaders across  

the global network, DU facilities were soon established in 

Canada, Mexico, France, Belgium, India and Singapore. 

Designed and taught by senior Deloitte leadership, the DU 

curriculum focuses on leadership and technical training, 

collaborative learning, and problem simulation, and is consistent 

across locations. Participants have included people outside 

of Deloitte: US armed forces members take part in the CORE 

Leadership Program, while school administrators attend the 

Courageous Principals program. Seventy-three percent of  

Fortune 500 companies sent representatives to DU in 2018. 

“Deloitte University is an opportunity for people to get together, 

to connect with friends and partners and colleagues that you 

don’t get to see all that often in a place that you can call home,” 

said Michele Parmelee, Deloitte Global’s Chief People and 

Purpose Officer. “A place where you can get common instruction  

in both technical and nontechnical matters, where you can get  

an experience surpassed by none.”

Top: Deloitte University in Westlake, Texas. 
Above: Deloitte professionals make connections at DU.
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Purpose-Driven

Deloitte defines its purpose as making an impact that matters 

on clients, people and society. “Thirty-three years ago, we 

weren’t talking about being a purpose-driven organization,” 

Renjen said. “But at our core, we were a purpose-driven 

organization. That is the reason why Deloitte exists.”

Renjen was among 181 CEOs to sign the 2019 Business 

Roundtable statement setting new standards for corporate 

responsibility. Those standards embody principles Deloitte 

has lived by for 175 years; they also tap into the desire of 

rising generations to work at companies with a broader 

purpose than the bottom line.

“At the core of Deloitte’s culture and business model is a 

fundamental belief that we exist to make a positive impact  

for Deloitte clients, our people, and the communities in which 

we live and work,” Renjen said. 

Deloitte launched a global advertising campaign 
in 2018 titled “Make Your Impact,” with ads 
appearing in airports around the world. 

Diversity and Inclusion

Diversity and inclusion have long been part of Deloitte’s 

purpose, and have been in evidence around the world.  

In one notable instance, Deloitte predecessor firm Howard 

Pim & Hardy hired Chinese accountant Norman Song in 

the 1950s. That firm’s founder, Howard Pim, had fought 

segregation in South Africa in the early 1900s and was 

staunchly anti-apartheid. 

Deloitte & Co., which joined with Pim’s firm as part of the 

Deloitte & Touche merger in 1989, was also a leader in 

advocating for minority rights. It hired its first Black clerk in 

1974. Ten years later, Vassi Naidoo was named partner—the 

first person of color to serve as partner at any South African 

firm. Naidoo went on to serve Deloitte Southern Africa as 

CEO. That member firm is now a part of Deloitte Africa, 

which also includes the West and Central African offices 

established by Akintola Williams & Co. 

Racial inclusion is just one of Deloitte’s talent priorities. In 

1995, a group of six LGBT professionals in the United States 

lobbied Deloitte US leadership to include LGBT people 

in its annual Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

filing and to support the creation of the GLOBE employee 

resource group. These efforts helped Deloitte US achieve a 

perfect score on the Human Rights Campaign’s Corporate 

Equality Index in 2006—a score it has held ever since.  

In recent years, Inclusion Councils have joined the effort  

to increase representation and reinforce the importance  

of diversity worldwide.



Inclusion is also a matter of import for Deloitte’s largest 

underrepresented group: women. Women around the world 

have followed the path blazed by pioneers such as Jennie 

Palen, Ruth Peabody Waschau, Dorothy Willard and Mary 

McCann. Deloitte China appointed its first female partner, 

Anna Shih, in 1986. Australia followed suit in 1988 with Janet 

West. Deloitte Middle East named its first female equity 

partner in 2006; Deloitte Brunei followed in 2019. SHARED VALUE

Foster Inclusion
Diversity makes Deloitte stronger. 
The organization works every day 
to empower all of its people to 
grow and succeed.

Creating an inclusive workspace is a priority for Deloitte.  
A key chapter in this effort began in 1996 with the creation  
of GLOBE, Deloitte US’s LGBT employee resource group. GLOBE 
offers mentoring programs, coordinates LGBT+ Insight Day  
and more. In 2017, Deloitte UK launched its Gender Expression  
and Transition Policy to support the firm’s transgender and  
nonbinary professionals. Here, Deloitte UK members show  
their support for the LGBT community in the Pride Parade. 
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Today, 45 percent of Deloitte professionals worldwide 

are women, but the organization isn’t satisfied: It wants 

to achieve parity, to ensure that Allen, Foutty, Engelbert, 

Thanh, Lundgaard, Hook and Thorne have many 

successors. Deloitte launched ALL IN in 2018, with a focus 

on accelerating the promotion of women to leadership 

positions around the globe. All Deloitte member firms’ 

gender diversity and inclusion efforts are structured, from 

hiring and onboarding to promotion and succession, so that 

the Deloitte of the future has a steady and growing pipeline 

of female leaders. 

“Women bring unique perspectives and leadership 

capabilities to organizations that can help them evolve, 

progress and succeed,” said Michele Parmelee, Deloitte 

Global’s chief people and purpose officer. “Gender diversity 

and inclusion efforts are more successful when they are 

supported by the right environments, cultures and policies. 

That’s why Deloitte is making conscious efforts to enhance 

those elements across the 150-plus countries and territories 

we operate in, increasing the number of women leaders 

globally and helping the next generation of women leaders 

to reach their full potential.”

“In the 21st century, the march toward equality and inclusion 

in business and government must become a sprint.”

Women have risen to the highest levels of leadership, as 

well. Sharon Allen was named chair of the Deloitte US board 

in 2003—the first woman to hold that position at a Big 4 firm. 

She was followed in 2019 by Janet Foutty, who previously 

led Deloitte Consulting in the United States. Cathy Engelbert 

served as CEO of the US firm from 2015 until 2019.

They were joined by a growing number of women serving 

in the top role at a member firm, including Ha Thu Thanh in 

Vietnam, Aase Lundgaard in Norway, and Hook, who rose 

from CEO of Deloitte Australia to the same post at Deloitte 

Asia Pacific in 2018. That same year, Yoriko Goto was 

selected to serve as chair of Deloitte Japan. In 2019, Sharon 

Thorne, a 30-year veteran of Deloitte UK, was selected to 

serve as chair of the Deloitte Global Board of Directors.

Sharon Thorne 
succeeded David 
Cruickshank as 
chair of the Deloitte 
Global Board of 
Directors in 2019.



WorldClass

From William Welch Deloitte’s construction of homes for the 

poor to Haskins & Sells’s establishment of what is now the 

Deloitte Foundation, Deloitte and its predecessor firms have 

always sought to make a positive contribution to society. 

“We recognize a lot has been given to us, and we must  

give back to the communities where we live and work,” 

Renjen said.

Deloitte Global is a “Challenge Partner” with One Young World as part of its 
WorldClass initiative. One Young World’s mission is to prepare future leaders 
to solve global challenges. In 2019, the Deloitte One Young World Scholarship 
enabled 10 young leaders to attend the One Young World summit in London.
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To help fulfill one of its WorldClass goals, Deloitte India has 
worked with the nonprofit organization Katha, which uses 
innovative teaching methods to help prepare girls and women 
in India for the future of work. Here, Shuruti Rawat of Deloitte 
India uses Katha’s methods. 



The initiative tackles challenges at a country level. Deloitte 

India’s WorldClass goal is to empower 10 million Indian girls 

and women, with a focus on increasing school retention 

rates and increasing employment opportunities. Urban-rural 

inequality is the initiative’s main focus for Deloitte China in 

addition to supporting the agricultural sector. For Deloitte 

US, the RightStep program helps low-income students 

prepare for college. Deloitte Canada, an important part of 

the organization for more than 160 years, is working with the 

Junior Achievement Company Program to help high school 

students develop entrepreneurial skills. Deloitte Papua New 

Guinea is helping address illiteracy and supporting children 

with much-needed school supplies.

To date, WorldClass has reached 7.1 million people around 

the world. In 2020 alone, Deloitte collectively invested  

$266 million in societal impact initiatives.

“The world is on the brink of a seismic shift with the 

emergence of the Industry 4.0 wave, and to thrive in it, we 

must work together so that no one is left behind,” Renjen 

said in 2019. “There is a tremendous opportunity to make 

a meaningful impact and create pathways for migrants and 

children of all ages to fulfill their aspirations.” 

In India, Deloitte is working to improve access to quality 

education and skills training for girls and women. In the 

US, Deloitte is providing support and guidance to help 

low-income high school students get (and stay) on track to 

college. In the UK, Deloitte is helping to bridge the digital 

skills gap. In Japan, professionals are leveraging their skills 

and resources to rebuild a city, workforce, and industry. 

In Mexico, university scholarships are provided to young 

people from impoverished communities. And in Papua New 

Guinea, Deloitte is taking steps to decrease the country’s 

significant rate of illiteracy.

Efforts to give back also encompass Deloitte’s biggest 

ambition yet: preparing 50 million people for the future 

of work. WorldClass, which launched in 2017, seeks to 

empower individuals and communities through education 

and skills development opportunities.

WorldClass reflects Deloitte’s deeply held commitment 

to lifelong learning, talent development and helping 

people succeed. “By prioritizing social purpose along with 

education and training, business can help harness the 

energy and activism of passionate 

young people, providing them 

with the tools and opportunity 

they need to create the brighter 

future they are seeking to build,” 

Parmelee said. 
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Deloitte’s performance is evidence that a purpose-led 

approach works. Disruption and transformation are shaping 

business and society today, imposing new and urgent 

responsibilities on business leaders. Deloitte is meeting 

these challenges by building an equitable and sustainable 

business for the long term and holding itself accountable  

for the triple bottom line of people, profit and planet. 

To advance its goals for the planet, Deloitte launched 

WorldClimate in 2020, a strategy centered on changing 

behaviors within Deloitte and among those it influences  

to make responsible climate choices.

These aspirations and others are encapsulated in Deloitte’s 

Shared Values: Lead the Way, Serve with Integrity, Take 

Care of Each Other, Foster Inclusion and Collaborate for 

Measurable Impact. “Exceptional organizations are led by a 

purpose, a reason for being that transcends the everyday 

and underlies everything they do,” Renjen said. Deloitte  

has been purpose-led for 175 years. 

John Queenan, managing partner of Haskins & Sells from 

1956 until 1970, said that “the true character of a firm is built 

upon its history.” If past is prologue, Deloitte’s record of 

innovation, social responsibility and resilience suggests  

this is an organization with much to look forward to over  

the next 175 years.

Journey to Undisputed Leadership

As of its 175th anniversary, Deloitte was the largest (No. 1)  

professional services organization in the world. with the 

most valuable commercial services brand in the world.  

Its name is the oldest in the industry. It has been a pioneer 

in nearly every practice area. And it continues to grow, with 

more than 330,000 professionals who are helping Deloitte 

to meet client needs in the emerging Fourth Industrial 

Revolution. Since 2015, Deloitte has achieved profession-

leading growth while transforming and globalizing and 

becoming the quality leader.

But the leaders in 2020 want Deloitte to be more  

than the biggest and the best. They want it to be the  

undisputed leader.

Disruption and transformation 
are shaping business and 
society today, imposing new 
and urgent responsibilities  
on business leaders.



Deloitte Global CEO Punit Renjen 
addresses attendees at the 2019 World 
Meeting in Singapore.
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CONCLUSION
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Onward Bound

On April 23, 2020, we marked our 175th anniversary. This 

milestone is a moving testament to the continuing relevance of 

the Purpose and Shared Values that have characterized Deloitte 

since the day William Welch Deloitte began his accounting 

practice in 1845.

Today, Deloitte is the first name in professional services and  

also the oldest name in continuous use. But we did not arrive 

at this position by looking back. We have helped the icons of 

industry shape the modern world. Deloitte has always been firmly 

focused on what is coming next. In these unprecedented times  

of upheaval and uncertainty, we look to our legacy of resilience  

to see us through.

This momentous milestone began at the 2019 World Meeting in 

Singapore. Deloitte’s journey was captured in a gallery dedicated 

to important artifacts from the organization’s history, including 

the original Deloitte and Greenwood partnership papers from 

1857 and numerous significant documents and publications that 

represent the values that have been a part of Deloitte’s DNA 

from the start. Also prominently featured was a poignant video 

conveying the excitement of the milestone and the promise of 

Deloitte’s future. 

The setting was especially significant. Deloitte has been active 

in Singapore for well over 100 years. As Deloitte University 

expanded, Singapore was the location of choice for its fifth 

campus and its first one in Asia, opening in 2016. Three years 

later, the World Meeting represented a further sign of Deloitte’s 

continuing ambition to become the largest professional services 

organization in the world’s fastest-growing region. 

As our anniversary draws to a close in 2020, we appreciate the 

opportunity to look back at a long and distinguished history and 

gain new inspiration for what lies ahead. 

“One reason we have been around for 175 years is that we have 

reinvented ourselves,” Deloitte Global CEO Punit Renjen said. 

“We’ve kept the Purpose and Shared Values that have persisted 

for 175 years, but the way Deloitte embraces technology and 

serves clients has been reinvented, generation by generation.  

We cannot become complacent.” 

Deloitte has a rich and powerful legacy, made possible only 

because its people have maintained an unwavering dedication 

to making an impact that matters. It’s up to today’s professionals 

and the workforce of tomorrow to carry forward that legacy for 

the next 175 years. What will you do for future generations to 

leave Deloitte better than you found it? 
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The story of Deloitte’s 175 years came to life in a
gallery at the 2019 World Meeting that highlighted 
moments and people who have had a profound 
impact on the organization. The original Deloitte and 
Greenwood partnership papers (left) stood front and 
center. Other important artifacts included the Lincoln 
Proclamation, Elijah Sells’s International Plan for Peace, 
Touche Ross’s STRATA software and a scale model of 
Deloitte’s Amsterdam headquarters, The Edge.  
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1845
Deloitte & Co. opens  
at 11 Basinghall St. in 
London on April 23.

175 YEARS OF 
MAKING AN IMPACT 
THAT MATTERS

William Welch Deloitte is 
born in London.  ▲

1818

1849
The Great Western Railway hires Deloitte to audit 
its accounts. The firm goes on to serve numerous 
additional railway clients.  ▼

1864
Elijah Sells, the father of Haskins 
& Sells cofounder Elijah W. Sells, 
is named the Third Auditor of the 
Treasury of the United States.

Thomas Greenwood 
becomes Deloitte’s first 
partner on March 2.

1857
P.S. Ross &  
Sons founded  
in Montréal.

1858

Britain’s parliament 
requires railroads to 
adopt a method of 
accounting based on 
William Welch Deloitte’s 
innovative “double-
account” system.

1868
FIRST 
INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION

SECOND 
INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION



Howard Pim opens  
his first office in  
South Africa.  ⊲

Charles Haskins  
and Elijah Sells  
serve on the Dockery 
Commission, identifying 
ways to make the US 
government more 
efficient and effective.

A.F. Ferguson & Co., 
the oldest Deloitte 
India legacy firm, is 
established in Bombay 
(now Mumbai).

1893

1890
Deloitte’s first US 
office opens in  
New York City.

Haskins & Sells forms  
in New York City.

1895

1897
William Welch Deloitte funds housing 
for the poor, reflecting a devotion to 
community that becomes an enduring 
part of the Deloitte culture.  ▼

Touche, Niven & Co.  
forms in New York City.

1900

1915
Sells prepares A Plan  
for International Peace in 
the midst of World War I.

Haskins & Sells 
opens its first 
office in China.

1917

Haskins & Sells hires the 
first woman CPA at a major 
accounting firm, Jennie 
Palen, who later becomes 
the firm’s first female 
principal in 1935.  ▲

1923

1926
Saba & Co. forms 
in Jerusalem. The 
future member firm 
eventually establishes 
offices throughout  
the Middle East and 
moves its headquarters 
to Beirut, Lebanon, 
in 1948. After Touche 
Ross and Deloitte 
merged in 1989, Saba 
& Co. became Deloitte 
Middle East.

The Haskins & Sells Foundation 
is formed to support Haskins 
& Sells professionals who are 
unable to work. The foundation 
serves as the basis for today’s 
Deloitte Foundation.

1928

1952
Deloitte and Haskins & 
Sells formally merge to 
increase their reach  
and capabilities.

Akintola Williams & Co. 
forms in Lagos, Nigeria.  
▼
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George A. Touche & 
Co. merges with P.S. 
Ross & Sons

1958

1966
Haskins & Sells 
introduces the 
Auditape computer 
program, enabling 
its professionals 
to retrieve vital 
information from 
clients’ computers.

Dorothy Willard of Touche 
Ross becomes the first 
female partner of a major 
accounting firm.

1967

1968
Tohmatsu Awoki & 
Co. forms in Tokyo; 
the firm enters into 
a correspondence 
agreement with 
Touche Ross.

Touche Ross  
debuts its information 
retrieval system, 
STRATA.  
⊳

1970s
Deloitte Haskins & 
Sells and Touche Ross 
merge as part of a wave 
of consolidation that 
transforms the Big 8 
into the Big 6.  ▲

1989

Deloitte US begins the 
Women’s Initiative (WIN) 
to help retain and promote 
women throughout the 
organization and close  
the gender gap.

1993

1995
LGBT professionals 
with Deloitte US form 
the GLOBE employee 
resource group.
⊳

THIRD 
INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION
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A significant portion 
of Arthur Andersen’s 
professionals join Deloitte 
firms around the world, 
making it the second-
largest professional 
services provider in  
the world.

2002

Deloitte  
celebrates  
150 years  
in Canada.

2008

2003
The firm reintegrates Deloitte 
Consulting, while “Deloitte 
and Touche” becomes simply 
“Deloitte.” The Green Dot debuts, 
symbolizing a unified brand 
identity.  ▲

Deloitte invests $150 million in 
China, its largest-ever investment 
in a single market.

Sharon Allen is appointed chair  
of the board of Deloitte US.  
She is the first woman to hold  
this position at a Big 4 firm.

Deloitte acquires 
BearingPoint’s North 
American public services 
practice, enhancing its 
capabilities for serving 
the public sector.

2009

2011
Deloitte University 
opens in Westlake, 
Texas. Additional 
campuses follow 
in Canada, Mexico, 
Belgium, India and 
Singapore.

Deloitte Digital, founded in 
Australia, expands globally with 
acquisitions including Übermind, 
Banyan Branch and Heat.
⊳

2012

2015
Punit Renjen is elected 
Deloitte Global CEO. 
He is the first person 
of color to hold this 
position at a Big 4 firm.
▼

Deloitte and Apple 
announce plans for a 
collaboration to harness 
the power of mobile 
devices. Deloitte’s 
dedicated Apple practice 
makes up more than  
1 percent of Deloitte’s 
total workforce.

2016

2017
WorldClass launches, 
with the goal of 
preparing 50 million 
people for the future 
of work by 2030.

Deloitte celebrates  
100 years in China.

The Tilt to Asia initiative begins. 
Deloitte SEA joins with member firms 
in Australia, China and New Zealand 
to form Deloitte Asia Pacific, which 
will eventually include all member 
firms in the region.

2018

Deloitte establishes 
its first global 
carbon emissions 
reduction goals.

2019

2020
Deloitte celebrates 
175 years of making 
an impact that 
matters.
▼

FOURTH 
INDUSTRIAL 
REVOLUTION
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CEOS, DELOITTE GLOBAL
1989 TO PRESENT

Edward Kangas
1989–1999

James E. Copeland
1999–2003

William Parrett
2003–2007

James Quigley
2007–2011

Barry Salzberg
2011–2015

Punit Renjen
2015–

DELOITTE LEADERSHIP

CHAIRS, DELOITTE GLOBAL BOARD
1989 TO PRESENT

Edward Kangas
1989–2000

Piet Hoogendoorn
2000–2007

John Connolly
2007–2011

Stephen Almond
2011–2015

David Cruickshank
2015–2019

Sharon Thorne
2019–

124     DELOITTE LEADERSHIP
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DELOITTE MEMBER FIRM LEADERSHIP
FISCAL YEAR 2021

MEMBER FIRM CEO CHAIR

Africa Lwazi Bam Ruwayda Redfearn
Asia Pacific Cindy Hook Hitoshi Matsumoto
Brazil Altair Rossato Eduardo Oliveira
Canada Anthony Viel Duncan Sinclair
Caribbean and Bermuda Countries John Johnston Stu Sybersma
Deloitte Central Europe (DCE) Martin Plendl Frédéric Moulin
Commonwealth of Independent States Ian Colebourne Mario van Vliet
India N Venkatram Shyamak Tata
North South Europe (NSE) Richard Houston Michel Denayer
Portugal Antonio Lagartixo Carlos Loureiro
Spanish Latin America (S-LATAM) Francisco Pérez Cisneros Cesar Cheng
Spain Fernando Ruiz Rodrigo Díaz
Turkey Başak Vardar Burç Seven
United States Joe Ucuzoglu Janet Foutty

125     DELOITTE LEADERSHIP
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THE GLOBAL EXECUTIVE IN DELOITTE’S 175TH YEAR

Mumtaz Ahmed
Sam Balaji
Lwazi Bam
Mike Dougherty
Donna Glass
Vimi Grewal-Carr
Cindy Hook
Richard Houston
Jean-Marc Mickeler
Phil Mills
Takashi Nagata
Michele Parmelee

Francisco Pérez Cisneros
Martin Plendl
Sami Rahal
Punit Renjen
Fernando Ruiz
David Sproul
Patrick Tsang
Joe Ucuzoglu
N Venkatram
Anthony Viel
Jeff Weirens
Susan Yashar
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The Deloitte Global Executive for Fiscal Year 2019, at the World Meeting in Singapore.  
Front row: Francisco Pérez Cisneros, Donna Glass, Punit Renjen, Susan Yashar, Michele Parmelee.  
Second row: Jean-Marc Mickeler, Sam Balaji, Richard Houston, Joe Ucuzoglu, Jeff Weirens, Takashi Nagata.  
Third row: John Meacock, Frank Friedman, Sami Rahal, David Sproul, N Venkatram, Patrick Tsang, Phil Mills.  
Fourth row: Anthony Viel, Cindy Hook, Mike Dougherty, Fernando Ruiz, Mumtaz Ahmed, Jolyon Barker, Martin Plendl.

127     DELOITTE LEADERSHIP
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THE GLOBAL BOARD IN DELOITTE’S 175TH YEAR

Paco Celma
Cesar Cheng
Dennis Chow
Michel Denayer
Atul Dhawan (invited guest)
Janet Foutty
Yoriko Goto
Tom Imbesi
Stacy Janiak
Steve Jennings
Gustav Jeppesen

Klaus Loeffler
Hitoshi Matsumoto
Frédéric Moulin
Ruwayda Redfearn
Punit Renjen
Altair Rossato
John Salata
Maxine Saunders
Duncan Sinclair
Camille Stovall
Sharon Thorne
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YEAR 175 TIME STAMP
GROWTH

TRANSFORM

BRAND
#1 in Audit Quality

1  2018 PCAOB inspection reports (Part I),  
published June 1, 2020.

2 PCAOB inspection reports, published in 2019–2020.

PCAOB 2018 inspection outcomes– 
% with findings

Remaining Big 6 at 25% or higher in US

$266 million in societal impact

35%

5-Year Growth

65% of Revenues Processed

12%

US1 Global2

15%

Member Firms

June 1, 
2015

June 1, 
2020

71 14
CoRe Procurement Savings

~$1 billion

Due to rounding, sum of revenue by 
business may not equal total

Fiscal Year 2020 Revenue
Financial Advisory

$3.8 billion

Risk Advisory
$5.6 billion

Consulting
$19.8 billion

Tax & Legal
$8.7 billion

Audit & Assurance
$9.9 billion

$47.6B

3  Source: Brand Finance, Brand 
Valuation Report, 2020.

Brand value ($ in billions)3

20152011 2020

$14

$32

129     YEAR 175 TIME STAMP
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